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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is organized into five chapters. This first chapter contains a 
general introduction/overview of the Iowa Pleistocene snail and a literature review-
relevant to this work. Chapter 2 is a paper that investigates the population sizes of 
fourteen Discus macclintocki populations and is to be submitted to the Biological Bulletin. 
Chapter 3 investigates the phylogeography of the Iowa Pleistocene snail and will be 
submitted as a paper to Molecular Ecology. The fourth chapter is a paper to be submitted 
to Molecular Biology and Evolution that compares the rate of variation in snails to other 
ta.xonomic groups at the 16s rDNA locus. Chapter 5, a paper to be submitted to 
Evolution, is a meta-analysis of genetic studies which use both mitochondrial and nuclear 
markers. Following Chapter 5 are a General Conclusions chapter and appendices 
containing DNA sequence data and an analysis of morphological measurements. 
Taxonomy and Description of Discus macclintocki 
Discus maccliniocki (Baker 1928), the Iowa Pleistocene snail, is a small terrestrial 
snail ranging from five to eight millimeters in diameter and having 5 to 6.5 whorls as an 
adult. Other defining features are the presence of fine ribs on the top of the outermost 
whorl, which are indistinct on the underside of the shell, and the absence of teeth in the 
aperture. Two different color morphs have been observed, the common light brown 
morph and the rare olive-green colored morph. The shape of the shell ranges from almost 
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flat to nearly globose, so the height of the shell ranges from three to four millimeters. 
The Iowa Pleistocene snail currently exists only in the northeastern comer of Iowa 
and in a single county in Illinois. For many years this species was known only from 
fossil records before turning up in museum collections of living specimens made by 
Bohemil Shimek in 1928 (Pilsbry 1948). Hubricht (1955) rediscovered live populations in 
Iowa in 1955. In 1977, it was declared endangered and is included on the endangered 
species list (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993). Today, just over thirty known 
populations of this species are known to exist, all located in a unique type of habitat 
called algific talus slopes. 
Discus macclintocki is a pulmonate (lung-breathing) snail in the Order 
Stylommatophora of the Class Gastropoda (Pilsbry 1948). D. macclintocki is classified in 
the Family Endodontidae characterized by a wide umbilicus, strong ribbing, and a flat to 
globose shape (Burch 1962). This family includes the uniquely North American genera 
A ngiiispira and Helicodiscus, as well as the more widespread genera such as Discus. The 
phylogenetic relationships among the major groups within Class Gastropoda are still very 
much in dispute (see Bieler 1992; Boore and Brown 1994; Rosenberg et al. 1994; Tillier 
et al. 1994; Ponder and Lindberg 1996; Taylor 1996; Winnepennickx et al. 1998). 
Endodontidae species possess ovotestis and hermaphroditic ducts (Solem 1976a). This 
suggests that they are hermaphrodites as are most other pulmonates (Duncan 1975). No 
Discus species are known to undergo self-fertilization. However, specific tests for selfmg 
in these species have not been reported in the literature. 
Several other species of snails belong to the Discus genus. Four of these are also 
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found in the same range as Discus maccliiitocki: Discus calskillensis. Discus cronkheti. 
Discus shimeki, and Discus patulus, which can all be distinguished from D. maccliniocki 
by shell characteristics (Burch 1962; Frest 1984). Nothing is known about the genetic 
relationships among any of these groups. 
Pilsbry (1948) lists two fossil subspecies: D. macclintocki macclintocki and D. m. 
angulatus. He distinguishes D. ni. angulatus as being slightly larger with a more sharply 
angled outer whorl. Frest (1981) suggests that D. m. angulatus is present at one location, 
but later (1984) determines that distinct subspecies cannot be identified on the basis of 
morphological measurements. The present study found no evidence for the existence of 
the D. m. angulatus subspecies based on morphology or genetics (Chapter 3 and Appendix 
B). 
Species Range 
Fossil evidence suggests that D. macclintocki has existed for 400,000 years (Frest 
1984). Historically, it was present in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and 
Ohio before being reduced to its present range (Frest 1984). No record of D. 
macclintocki in its present range exists before 20,000 years ago (Frest 1984). The oldest 
state fossil record was dated at 20,000 years ago in Clayton County (Frest 1984). In 
Jackson County, the oldest fossil of D. macclintocki is between 8,000 and 10,000 years 
old (Frest 1984). 
Currently, D. macclintocki is known only from Iowa and Illinois. The range is 
probably limited today by temperature and food source. They prefer to eat leaves from a 
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limited number of trees, primarily Betula papyiifera (paper birch), Acer spicalum 
(mountain maple), and Betula alleghaniensis (yellow birch) (Frest 1984). Their food 
sources and temperature requirements are met on unique habitats called algific talus 
slopes. They are likely restricted to these slopes unless passive dispersal occurs via an 
outside mechanism, such as wind (Rees 1965; Kirchner et al. 1997), water, or other 
animals (Boag 1986). 
Geologic Histoiy of the Region 
The northeast comer of Iowa is a part of the 'Driftless Area', which encompasses 
portions of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Illinois where Pleistocene glaciers were diverted 
for an unknown reason (Prior 1991). The most recent glacial advance to cover 
northeastern Iowa occurred sometime in the pre-Illinois period over 500,000 years ago 
(Prior 1991). During the Pleistocene years, temperatures were much cooler (Frest and Fay 
1980). Deciduous forest dominated the region at that time (Baker et al. 1990; Chumbley 
ct al. 1990). 
The landscape of northeast Iowa is dominated by bedrock that has been eroded 
into steep slopes by many rivers draining into the Mississippi (Prior 1991). The 
Mississippi River currently divides the single Illinois population of Discus macclintocki 
from the other populations in Iowa. However, Anderson (1988) speculates that the 
Mississippi River may have had a more easterly course before settling into its present 
course in the pre-Illinoisan period. 
Algiflc Talus Slopes 
The term, algific (cold-air) talus (loose rock) slope, was first used by Frest (1981) 
to describe a particular type of geological formation which creates a cool, moist 
environment characterized by particular plants and animals including Discus macclintocki. 
These slopes may be similar to a slope in Virginia, referred to by Hayden (1843) as "ice 
mountain". However, no current records of the Virginia slopes are known. 
Algific talus slopes consist of dolomite layers over thin limestone with shale at the 
bottom (Frest 1981). Approximately 18,000 years ago during the Wisconsin period of 
the Pleistocene Epoch these slopes formed along major drainages where glacial runoff 
would accumulate and there would be large amounts of ice (Frest 1991). The frost and 
ice on the cliffs expanded and pushed apart chunks of the underlying carbonate rock 
resulting in many vents and small sinkholes within the cliff (Frest 1991). Water collected 
within the slopes and, in some cases, formed springs where the water would run out at the 
base of these slopes (Frest 1991). Gradually the talus began to be vegetated and then 
stabilized somewhat with the formation of soil (Frest 1991). 
Several groups of slopes, which differ in the particular arrangement of the talus 
and fissures, are found in different geological formations (Silurian, Galena, and Prairie du 
Chien) (Frest 1991). All types of slopes are believed to function similarly in keeping 
temperatures cool. The explanation for this phenomenon, as presented by Prior (1991) 
and Frest (1991), is as follows; In the spring, as the ground thaws, water enters and 
filters down to the ice frozen within the slope. This begins to melt some of the ice and 
drains out through the loose talus. Cold air enters now that some of the ice has melted. 
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further melts the ice, and then flows out over the talus keeping the talus cool throughout 
the summer. In about October or November, when outside temperatures dip below 
freezing, dense winter air remains underground, freezing the water once again. 
Temperature Tolerance of Discus macclintocki versus other Snail Species 
Soil temperatures at air vents on one slope ranged from -7 to +-10 "C in 1981 
(Frest 1982). Air temperatures measured at ground level on the talus of one slope ranged 
from 3 to 9 °C year-round, whereas ground temperatures off-slope measured -1 to +27 "C 
(Solem 1976b). The normal air temperatures in this region average 20 to 21 T in June 
through August, but temperatures over 38''C are not unusual (Midwest Climate Center, 
http://mcc.sws.uiuc.edu/Summary/Data/132603.txt). 
Laboratory studies have shown that D. macclintocki has a narrow temperature 
tolerance. This limited tolerance is important because the areas between algific slopes 
reach temperatures above this range during much of the most active breeding period for 
these snails. (Average high temperatures during Iowa summers are over 27 "C according 
to the Midwest Climate Center.) With a limited temperature tolerance, snails would be 
isolated in the areas within their acceptable temperature range. 
Other pulmonale gastropods show varying patterns in temperature tolerance. 
Rossetti el al. (1989) studied a freshwater snail, Lvmnaea auricularia, and determined that 
it preferred temperatures at 19.8 °C when kept in a laboratory and temperatures around 
19.3 "C when freshly obtained from their natural habitat. Sensitive species of terrestrial 
snails, such as Arianta arbustonim, have been shown to have reduced egg hatching 
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success when temperatures rose to 25 "C (Baur and Baur 1993). Egg survival of a more 
robust species, Cepaea nemoralis, was not negatively affected until temperatures reached 
29 "C. From these data, Baur and Baur (1993) suggest that temperature plays an 
important role in where snail species are located and speculate that an increase in 
temperature in one area actually led to the extinction of A. arhustonun from that location. 
Many snails have a much higher temperature tolerance. Cowie (1985) showed that Theba 
pisana, a European terrestrial snail, climbs up vegetation to avoid lethal ground 
temperatures. His study also showed that the upper lethal limit for T. pisana was 42 to 
50 "C. 
The restricted temperatures are important for the survival of D. macclintocki, as 
they appear to have a limited temperature tolerance. Laboratory studies show that above 
21 "C, the snails are inactive (Frest 1981). Field studies by Ostlie (1992) show that snails 
are most active at soil temperatures from 10 to 15.6 "C and are not found when soil 
temperatures were below 3.3 °C or above 20 °C. This appears to be a slightly different 
temperature range than that for related species. A study of Discus cronkhiiei in Canada 
showed species to be most active from 0 to 25 "C and temperature affected activity below 
3°C and above 25 "C (Boag 1985). 
Snail Dispersal 
Snail movement has been studied in a variety of ways, from mark-recapture 
methods to radio tagging. In a mark-recapture study, Ostlie (1992) recorded Discus 
macclintocki moving up to 1 meter per week. This is a higher rate of movement than 
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Goodhart (1962) recorded for Cepaea nemoralis (average 0.18 meters in 4 weeks). The 
maximum recorded distance moved by Troclioidea geyeri was 13.09 meters over a 210 
day period (Pfenninger et al. 1996). Woodruff (1978) estimated that one generation of 
Ceiion species disperses only 0.2 meters. Chondiina clienta dispersed a ma.ximum 
distance 0.342 meters over a si.x-month period in a study by Baur (1988). 
Some species appear to move much more readily. Cepaea nemoralis was studied 
in a grassland area by Cameron and Williamson (1977), who found 31-38% of snails per 
year migrated from their initial plot. Tomiyama and Nakane (1993) used radio tags to 
study giant African snails (Achatina fulica) and found they move on average 0.54 to 3,77 
meters per day and juveniles are known to disperse up to 500 meters over a four month 
period. 
Genetic Variation and Genetic Structure 
A llozym es 
Snail studies have long been used to examine questions regarding gene flow and 
genetic structure. Most of the earlier studies used allozymes as molecular markers to 
determine the genetic diversity and structure of populations. Many allozyme studies 
examine genetic patterns in snails over large spatial scales. For example, genetic variation 
in Cepaea nemoralis, perhaps the most-studied snail species, has been examined across 
Britain (Johnson 1979), across Britain, France, Switzerland, and Spain (Ochman ei al. 
1987), and across the eastern United States (McCracken and Brussard 1980). Arter (1990) 
used allozyme frequency distribution patterns in Ariania arbusionim to test two post-
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glaciation recolonization theories in the Swiss Alps. Genetic distances from allozyme 
frequencies combined morphological measures have also been used to support the 
existence of a subspecies (Lazaridou-Dimitriadou et al. 1994). Guiller el al. 1994 
compared populations of Heli.x aspersa across northern Africa and found little support for 
the existance of certain subspecies. 
At a smaller spatial scale, allozyme variation has also been examined within 
populations. Early work at this spatial scale includes Selander and Kaufman's (1975) 
study of variation in Heli.x aspersa in a single block in Texas and Brussard and 
McCracken's (1974) study of a Cepaea nemoralis colony in Virginia. Many studies have 
found extremely low levels of variation within populations, presumably due to selfmg (or 
apomixis) in Rumina decollaia (Selander and Kaufman 1973), Deroceras laeve (Nicklas 
and Hoffmann 1981), Ligiius fasciatus (Hillis et al. 1987; Hillis 1989), and Chondrina 
clienta (Baur and Klemm 1989). Johnson (1988) found reduced variation in an island 
populations of Tlieha pisana compared to the mainland population in Australia and 
attributed the reduced variation to a founder effect. In contrast. Woodruff and Solem 
(1990) found high levels of variation in Cristilabnim primum which reside only on small 
hills which are remnants of a Devonian reef. Schilthuizen and Lombaerts (1994) found 
high levels of genetic differentiation among rock-piles in Albinaria coirugaia, suggesting 
even at small spatial scales subdivision occurs. 
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Mitochondrial markers 
Mitochondrial DNA sequencing has the advantage of showing all variation which 
exists in that segment of DNA. The high resolution allows the determination of 
population structure at a finer scale than, for example, allozyme analysis, which may not 
detect all mutations. A vise (1987) points out several advantages in using mtDNA. 
Mitochondrial DNA does not recombine so haplotypes are easier to trace among 
populations. In addition, mitochondrial DNA tends to mutate at a faster rate, so more 
variable characters are available for analyses. 
Avise (1994) summarizes the use of mitochondrial markers in a variety of studies 
across taxonomic groups. Although technology has allowed the use of mitochondrial 
DNA for population studies since the 1970's (Avise el al. 1979), difficulties in extracting 
clean DNA precluded extensive snail studies until recent work provided new methods 
(Stine 1989; Terrett 1994). Many studies have now been conducted that use actual base-
pair sequences of mitochondrial DNA loci to examine intraspecific variation in snails 
(Thomaz et al. 1996; Remigio and Blair 1997; Douris et al. 1998). 
Mitochondrial DNA studies of snails often show surprising amounts of genetic 
variability, especially given the isolated, patchy nature of their distribution. Pfenninger ei 
al. (1996) suggest that the high level of subdivision in snails contributes to a high genetic 
diversity. Thomaz et al. (1996) found one of the highest level of mitochondrial diversity 
among populations of Cepaea nemoralis in Europe. Populations of Discus macclintocki 
show even higher levels of diversity (Chapter 3). Comparing the levels of diversity within 
snails to diversity within other taxa at the same locus (16s rDNA) indicates that the DNA 
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of snails is more free to vary {Chapter 4). 
Comparison of Mitochondrial Mariners to Nuclear Maricers 
Although this study examines only mitochondrial variation, many organisms have 
been examined for variation in the nuclear genome as well. These studies sometimes give 
conflicting results of how much variation is present within a population. One potential 
reason for differences in levels of nuclear variation and mitochondrial variation is due to 
differential dispersal rates and/or distances between the sexes. These ideas are explored in 
Chapter 5 through an analysis of the existing data in the literature. 
Implications for Consers'ation 
Discus macclintocki is listed on the federal endangered species list (U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service 1993), so this work has important implications for conser\-ation of this 
species. Moritz (1994) reviews the utility of mitochondrial DNA studies in conser%'ation 
and states that these analyses are especially useful in identifying evolutionarily significant 
management units and in estimation of demographic parameters. Understanding how gene 
flow historically or currently connects populations is essential for conser\'ation of species 
of concern in order to maximize the genetic diversity and overall health of the species. 
Although demographic factors may be more important than genetic diversity for the 
preser\'ation of many species (Lande 1988), reduced genetic diversity has been shown to 
be linked to reduction in fitness characteristics in some species (for example, butterflies, 
as in Saccheri el al. 1998). Issues of connectedness and intraspecific variation have 
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become especially important as populations become more and more isolated in today's 
fragmented environments. Studies such as this one. which combine demographic and 
genetic approaches, are extremely important for the management of rare species. 
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CHAPTER 2. POPULATION SIZE ESTIMATES FOR 
DISCUS MACCLINTOCKI (BAKER) 
A paper to be submitted to Biological Bulletin 
Tamara Kay Ross 
Abstract 
Population sizes were estimated for fourteen Discus niacclintocki populations and 
ranged from 182 to 22,097 individuals. Estimation procedures from both Bayesian and 
more common methods gave similar results, although the Baysian method allowed 
estimation of some populations that could not be estimated with common methods due to 
small sample sizes. The snails rarely moved over the surface, and never more than eight 
meters. A comparison of two methods of sampling, visual counts of quadrats and cover 
boards, showed that using cover boards resulted in much higher probabilities of capture, 
number of recaptures, and percent recaptures. Snail activity was highly variable over time 
and space, which makes precise estimation difficult. 
Introduction 
Discus maccliniocki is a glacial relict species found only on algific (cold-air) talus 
slopes in northeastern Iowa and nonhwestem Illinois. These snails are small (5 to 8 
millimeters in diameter) and either brown or olive in color. Due to their size, coloration, 
and the nature of their habitat, they are difficult to sample. This species is included on 
the United States Endangered Species list (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993), and the 
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need for conservation and management plans makes estimates of population sizes 
especially important. However, studying the population dynamics of terrestrial snails 
presents a challenge to malacologists. The difficulties include: e.xtreme variability in 
microhabitat (and therefore species density) from quadrat to quadrat, low densities, and 
little movement between sampling times (Goodhart 1962; Ausden 1996). 
Various methods of sampling have been used for all types of studies with 
terrestrial snails. Greenwood (1974) used a modeling approach to determine the effective 
population size. Most malacologists have relied on more direct sampling schemes in their 
studies. Goodhart (1962) used transects to estimate population density. Grab samples 
have often been used to survey snails (Van Es and Boag 1981; Locasciulli and Boag 
1987). Wooden cover boards that serve as refugia for snails have also been used 
(Leonard 1959; Boag 1982; Ostlie 1992, 1993). The most common method has been 
visual searching of some sort of grid, quadrat, etc. (Cain and Currey 1968; Williamson et 
al. 1977; Cowie 1984; Baur and Baur 1990). 
Factors such as night-time movements, very slow dispersal rates, and excellent 
camouflage make normal methods difficult for studying dispersal in snails (Tomiyama and 
Nakane 1993). The most common method for these types of studies has been marking 
snails and introducing them at a site and recording the locations of their subsequent 
recaptures (Goodhart 1962; Baur 1988). Radio transmitters were used by Tomiyama and 
Nakane (1993) to study movement in Giant African snails. Several studies have attempted 
to use genetic markers to trace movement (Murray and Clarke 1984; Dillon 1988). These 
studies introduced individuals with unique genotypes and traced the amount of gene flow. 
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An important issue is how effective the sampling methods are relative to one 
another. Rarely are multiple approaches compared in the same malacological study 
(although see Williamson et al. 1977). Knowledge of the directional biases of these 
studies is important to understand the precision of estimates. See Sutherland (1996) for a 
discussion of sampling methods and their biases. 
In this study, I examine the population dynamics of Discus macclinlocki using 
quadrat sampling and cover boards. 1 estimate the population size and dispersal rates for 
several populations and discuss the spatial and temporal variation associated with this 
species. 
Methods and Materials 
Study Organism and Habitat 
Discus macclintocki resides only on algific talus slopes. Algific talus slopes 
consist of loose, porous rock with underlying deposits of ice. Cold-air currents circulating 
through the slopes keep the talus cool. The temperatures on these slopes stay much cooler 
than surrounding areas throughout the summer. Soil temperatures at air vents on one 
slope ranged from -7 to +10 °C during 1981 (Frest 1982). Air temperatures measured at 
ground level on the talus of one slope ranged from 3 to 9 °C year-round, whereas ground 
temperatures off-slope measured -I to +27 T (Solem 1976). The normal air temperatures 
in this region average 20 to 21 "C in June through August, but temperatures over 38"C are 
not unusual (Midwest Climate Center, http://mcc.sws.uiuc.edu /Summary/Data/I32603.txt). 
The restricted temperatures are important for the survival of the snails, because 
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they appear to have a limited temperature tolerance. Laboratory studies show that above 
2rC, the snails are inactive (Frest 1981). This appears to be a slightly different 
temperature range than a closely related species. A study of Discus cronkhitei in Canada 
showed species to be most active from 0 to 25 "C and that temperature affected activity 
below 3°C and above 25°C (Boag 1985). 
The cool air flows out of the talus at vents arranged haphazardly along the slope, 
depending on the underlying openings in the rock. The snails are found in areas with 
suitable temperature, moisture, and vegetation, becoming active at the surface to feed and 
mate. They prefer vegetation consisting of deciduous leaves, and tend to avoid mossy 
areas and areas covered by yews, which are common on these slopes (Solem 1976; Frest 
1981). These preferences make for an extremely uneven distribution of individuals on the 
algific area. The portions of the surface area of the slopes with cold-air drainage are 
themselves often small and separated, so distribution over the whole slope is distinctly 
patchy. 
Population sizes for most populations of Discus macclinlocki were previously 
estimated by e.xtrapolating from their densities in grab samples taken as part of the 
original studies to survey the snail community (Frest 1981-1987). Due to the extreme 
patchiness of the areas where snails are found, estimates are difficult to replicate. In 
addition, grab sampling is not desirable in the algific talus habitat where removing talus 
can destabilize the slope, causing minor rockslides and potentially killing many of the 
snails or destroying valuable habitat. Additionally, Ostlie (1993) expressed concern over 
compaction of the soil. 
In 1992, Wallendorf and Clark conducted a mark-recapture study of one population 
using basswood (Tilia amehcana) boards as "trapping stations". One advantage of this 
method is the ease with which snails can be viewed as they collect on the underside of the 
boards. The boards provide an attractive microhabitat for the snails, keeping them at the 
surface. However, this method is labor intensive, since large numbers of boards must be 
hauled to these steep slopes. In addition, some evidence suggests that leaving boards on 
the slopes for extended periods of time reduces the snail populations under the boards 
(Wallendorf and Clark 1992). The boards block light to the underlying vegetation, 
thereby temporarily making these areas qualitatively different from uncovered areas. 
To combat these problems, I used quadrat sampling, where each sampling plot was 
searched by eye for snails. This eliminated potential bias and habitat disturbance from the 
boards. In addition, I used cover boards on a subset of slopes to determine differences in 
the effectiveness of the two methods. 
Study Sites 
In June of 1997, I marked out transects on twelve algific talus slopes in 
northeastern Iowa. At two meter inter\'als, I measured 0.5 by 0.5 meter quadrats and 
marked them with flags. Transects were different lengths on different slopes due to the 
different configurations of the algific areas. However, each slope (population) contained a 
total of twenty quadrats in which snails were counted. (The one exception is a large 
slope, #99, on which three distinct algific areas exist. On this slope, I set up one transect 
of ten quadrats in each of the three areas, refered to as B, C, and X. The estimates for 
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each section were calculated separately.) 
Three minutes were spent searching for D. macclintocki in the surface litter at each 
quadrat. Any snails found during that time period were marked either with white 
fingernail polish and an individual number written in ink or with a unique colored and 
numbered bee tag (BeeWorks, Inc.) glued to the shell with superglue. Care was taken to 
minimize the disturbance of the underlying loose rocks and to maintain the substrate 
structure for continued air flow. I then returned the snails to the quadrat where they were 
found. 
In order to compare my results with those of a previous study (Wallendorf and 
Clark 1992) which used sampling boards instead of searching quadrats, I used sampling 
boards in addition to quadrats on a subset of slopes. Weathered basswood {Tilia 
americana) boards approximately 0.5 meters by 0,25 meters were placed in the same areas 
as the transects. At these points. 1 marked any individuals which were discovered under 
the boards. These snails were readily visible, either attached to the board itself or at the 
surface of the ground underneath, so I did not spend three minutes searching at these 
points. Marking and handling was identical to the snails found at the quadrats. 
I visited each site a minimum of four times, counting new individuals and 
recording recaptures. For each slope, I measured the minimum area, which included all of 
the sampling quadrats. (Due to the geometrical arrangement of the sampling transects and 
the unique structure of each slope, the sampled areas are not the same on each slope.) 1 
also estimated the total algific area (i.e., potential snail habitat) on the slopes in order to 
test for a relationship between population size and habitat area. To estimate the total area, 
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1 measured what appeared visually to be habitat of similar structure to that where the 
snails were sampled. Estimates were made of areas where direct measure was not 
possible (i.e. cliff faces). Dry areas or areas with extensive yews {Taxus canadensis) or 
other undesireable vegetation were not included as total habitat available. Obviously if 
the snails are able to use these areas as well, the total population estimates would be even 
higher. 
Statistical A nalysis 
The data were compiled and analyzed using the program CAPTURE (White et al. 
1978). CAPTURE uses the probability of recapturing marked individuals to estimate the 
total population size over the area sampled (White et al. 1978). Depending on the model 
chosen, the trapping probability can be either the same over the entire sampling period, or 
the probability may vary due to differences between sampling times or individual animals 
or some combination of these (White et al. 1978). The model used to describe these data 
was Chao's M(th) (Chao 1989). The M(th) model makes intuitive sense in this situation, 
because the model assumes the trapping probability varies by time and individual animal. 
This is a realistic assumption of what is occurring in the snail populations, because micro-
scale environmental conditions determine whether the snails are active at any particular 
time or location. CAPTURE gave high support for this model (normalized selection 
criteria value = 0.83 for both slopes 33 and 99B), for the populations on which the model 
selection criteria could be run (several of the populations had such low capture numbers 
that the model selection procedure would stop because it could not compute the null 
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model results). Other models received high support in one or the other slopes (Bumham's 
M(tb) or M(tbh) or the null model), but they could not be run on all of the populations 
with such small sample sizes and low numbers of recaptures. Therefore, I decided to use 
the same model on all populations, and the model with the highest uniform support was 
M(th). 
In contrast to the methods used in CAPTURE, Gazey and Staley's (1986) method 
of population estimation uses a Bayesian approach. This method uses prior probability 
methods to calculate the probability of obtaining the data for specific population sizes 
(Gazey and Staley 1986). Bayesian methods can be useful with small sample sizes 
(Gazey and Staley 1986). Since I had very low sample sizes, I also calculated the mean 
population size using their method. I also used the Bayesian approach to calculate the 
estimated minimum population sizes. The estimates of population size in the quadrats 
were then extrapolated to the entire habitat area. The suitable habitat area was determined 
as explained above. Where I had not made measurements, I used those estimated by Frest 
(1985a, l9S5b). 
In order to test for independent sampling, I plotted captures according to quadrat 
location on semivariograms using the GSLIB Geostatistical Software package (Deutsch 
and Joumel 1992). Locations of the recaptured individuals were noted and compared to 
the locations of the previous capture to determine the amount of movement occurring 
within the populations. 
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Results 
Chao's M(th) estimates of the population size of the sampled area are given in 
Table 1 for each slope. These estimates range from 59 to 2,333. Gazey and Staley's 
estimates range from 76 to 2,973 and are shown in Table 2. Minimum sample sizes as 
determined from Gazey and Staley's Bayesian method are given in Table 2. These are the 
95% confidence level (determined from graphs such as Figure 1) that populations are at 
least this large. Estimates for each slope from both methods (Bayesian and Chao's M(th)) 
are plotted against one another in Figure 2. Although Bayesian estimates tend to be 
higher, the slope of the regression line is 1, indicating the methods hold the same 
relationship over the range of population sizes found in this study. 
The total population estimates extrapolated from these data are compared to 
previous estimates from Frest (1981-1985) (Table 3). These estimates range from a low 
of 193 individuals on slope 247 to a high of 297,346 individuals on slope 246 using 
Gazey and Staley estimates. The proportion of the total area that was sampled, multiplied 
by the sample-size estimate, resulted in the total population estimates. The sampled areas, 
along with the total suitable snail area, are given in Table 4. For these calculations, I 
assumed that the area sampled effectively included the area within the quadrats, between 
the quadrats, and a small border around the edge of the transects (up to 0.5 m which is 
less than half the distance between quadrats) when this border contained similar habitat. 
The calculated sample area may be larger than the actual area sampled because movement 
is limited (at least at the surface), but if the sampled area is considered only to be the area 
contained within the quadrats, the population estimates would be even higher. Therefore, 
Table 1. Estimates of the population size in the areas sampled using Chao's M(th) 
method. These estimates are extrapolated to obtain total population estimates over the 
entire habitat area shown in Table 3. Population sizes could not be estimated for all 
slopes with this method due to the small sample sizes and low recapture rates. Slope 
numbers refer to numbers assigned in original reports by Frest (1981-1987). Slope 99 is 
divided into three distinct areas B, C, and X which were studied separately. Probability of 
capture (p) is the probability of capture taken from the average p from all capture 
occasions calculated by Chao's M(th) model. Total number of snails captured (n), number 
of snails recaptured (r), percentage of individuals recaptured (%r), and number of 
sampling occasions at that site (s) are also listed. 
Slope number Chao's M-th (S.E., 95% CI) P n r %r s 
297 405 (326, 117-1,667) 0.016 32 2 6.25 5 
207 59 (45, 24-247) 0.078 16 1 0 4 
103 149 (73, 71-393) 0.047 35 5 14.29 6 
247 101 (96, 30-516) 0.043 16 1 6.25 4 
120 296 (171, 120-886) 0.032 45 3 6.67 5 
99B (total) 367 (63, 272-528) 
(boards only) 100 (15, 80-144) 0.156 63 30 47.6 8 
(quadrats only) 432 (187, 209-1,008) 0.023 69 6 8.70 8 
99C (total) 136 (42, 85-263) 
(boards only) 70 (19, 48-131) 0.105 35 8 22.86 8 
(quadrats only) not estimated — 14 0 0 8 
99X (total) 157 (37,110-267) — 
(boards only) 90 (19, 68-152) 0.230 56 22 39.29 4 
(quadrats only) not estimated — 19 0 0 4 
62 539 (540, 125-2,829) 0.010 34 I 2.94 6 
98 570 (270, 256-1,418) 0.022 78 4 5.13 6 
121(total) 654 (115,478-937) — 
(boards only) 75 (15, 57-119) 0.127 44 11 25.00 6 
(quadrats only) 831 (252, 486-1,521) 0.030 142 11 7.75 6 
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Table 1. Continued. 
Slope number Chao's M-th (S.E., 95% CI) p n r %r s 
33 1,874 (411, 1,252-2,901) 0.024 297 23 7.74 7 
119 2,333 (964, 1,111-5,152) 0.013 175 6 3.43 6 
246 not estimated — 47 0 0 5 
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Table 2. Means, minimum, and maximum population sizes for the sampled area 
calculated using Bayesian method from Gazey and Staley (1986). Slope numbers refer to 
numbers assigned in original reports by Frest (1981-1987). Slope 99 is divided into three 
distinct areas B, C, and X which were studied separately. Only snails observed in 
quadrats were considered for these analyses. These estimates are extrapolated over the 
entire potential habitat area (Table 4) to obtain the estimates in Table 3. 
Slope Mean Minimum'* Maximum'' 
297 135 78 182 
207 76 28 138 
103 100 53 171 
247 107 32 231 
120 216 132 281 
99B 771 330 1,210 
99C 230 30 880 
99X 1,074 225 1,825 
62 704 192 1,292 
98 740 347 1,216 
121 1,378 700 2,500 
33 1,832 1,320 2,500 
119 2,787 1,325 5,100 
246 2,973 815 4,850 
"These values correspond to the 95% confidence intervals as determined visually from 
graphs such as Figure 1. 
Minimum and Maximum Population Size Estimates (or Hypothetical Population 
> 
•ii i hi •i' 
N Maximum = 261 
Minimum = 115 
Figure 1. Minimum population size estimation plot for a hypothetical slope. Plots like 
this one were generated in the Gazey and Staley estimation process and used to determine 
95% confidence intervals for the minimum population size. The dotted line shows the 
points where there is a 95% and a 5% probability of having a population at least that 
large. 
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Population Estimate Using Chao's (\/l(th) 
Figure 2. Relationship between mean population estimates obtained from two different 
statistical methods (Chao's M(th) and Gazey and Staley's Bayesian methods). The solid 
line represents the relationship between the estimates (y-l.00x-r243.i0, r^=.646, p<.05). 
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Table 3. Comparison of total populations estimates from this study and those previously 
reported by Frest (1982, 1985, 1986). The estimates in the first two columns are 
calculated by extrapolating estimates for the sampled area (Tables 2 and 3) over the total 
potential habitat area (Table 4). Slope numbers refer to numbers assigned in original 
reports by Frest (1981-1987). Slope 99 is divided into three distinct areas B, C, and X 
which were studied separately. Slopes marked with — could not be estimated under 
Chao's M(th) model. 
Population Chao M(th) Gazey and Staley Frest's estimates 
297 816 272 4-6,000 
207 22,097 28.442 2,000 
103 298 200 2,000 
247 182 193 500 
120 740 540 4,000 
99total 16,854 2,000 
99C — 4,287 
99X — 19,690 
99B 940 1,677 
62 981 1,281 400-600 
98 16,286 22,769 1,000 
121 11,946 19,809 2,000 
33 20,775 20,310 600-1.000 
119 21,601 25,806 2,000 
246 297,346 1,000 
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Table 4. Area sampled and potential snail habitat at each site. Slope numbers refer to 
numbers assigned in original reports by Frest (1981-1987). Slope 99 is divided into three 
distinct areas B, C, and X vvhich were studied separately. 
Population Area Sampled (m') Potential Snail Area (m") 
297 150 300 
207 80 30,000' 
103 69 138 
247 70 126 
120 186 465 
99B 157 342 
99C 77 1,427 
99X 36 660 
62 78 142 
98 84 240 
121 72 1,035 
33 67 740 








'  Slope size estimate from Frest (1983). 
• Slope size estimate from Frest (1985). 
I think the sample-size areas that I used are appropriate for minimum estimates. 
The snails moved very little during the survey. Table 5 lists the individuals that 
moved, how far away from their original location that they were subsequently found, and 
their speed. Low inter-sample movement rates mean that the sampled area is not 
underestimated, because few snails even moved to the ne.xt quadrat. 
Semivariograms show no relationship between number of captures and capture 
location (Figure 3). Semivariograms measure the relationship between the variation 
(semivariance) of some item of interest (in this case the number of initial captures) at one 
point, and the same item of interest at points at increasing distances, termed lag distances, 
from that point. Lag distances ranged from two meters (the distance between the quadrats 
in this study) to six meters, for this analysis. If samples were spatially non-independent, 
the semivariograms would show a slowly increasing slope. Instead, most semivariograms 
show rapid increases before leveling off, which means there is no relationship. Therefore, 
the individual quadrats can be considered independent. 
A few semivariograms (Figures 3 a, m, n) seem to show a slight spatial 
relationship, indicating that on some slopes captures are concentrated in smaller areas than 
the entire area sampled. This is reinforced in Figure 4 which shows the number of 
individuals captured at each quadrat on each slope. On some slopes, captures occurred 
only in a few quadrats, whereas other slopes showed a more even distribution of captures. 
No single pattern is seen on all of the slopes, reinforcing the idea that each slope has a 
unique arrangement of vents and desirable vegetation. 
Figure 5 shows the total captures (new and recaptures combined) at each sampling 
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Table 5. Individuals that were recaptured at a quadrat or board other than where they 
were initially captured and how far they moved. 
Individual Distance Moved Between Captures/meters Rate/meters per day 
Slope 33 
#97 2.8 0.029 
#60 8.0 0.086 
#112 2.0 0.667 
Slope 121 
#53 2.0 0.667 
Slope 119 
#53 2.0 0.667 
Slope 99X 
#R32 movement a 2.0 0.667 
movement b 2.0 0.667 
#R80 2.0 0,667 
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Figure 5. Plots of total number of individuals captured (new captures and recaptures 
combined) at each sampling occasion for each slope. 
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time on each slope. Notice the extreme variability between sampling times and slopes. 
Figure 6 shows the total captures at each sampling time on slope 99 where boards and 
quadrats are treated separately. In these graphs, the number of snails found in the 
quadrats is consistantly lower than the number found under the boards. 
Discussion 
Population estimates 
The population estimates calculated in this study show large confidence intervals. 
This is expected with small sample sizes and low numbers of recaptures. Bayesian 
methods are sometimes useful for small data sets, so I also calculated mean estimates 
using a Bayesian estimator (Table 2). The Bayesian and normal estimation methods show 
similar results except for a few slopes (Figure 2). The Bayesian method is also able to 
calculate an estimate for populations 99C, 99X. and 297 where Chao's estimator did not 
have enough data to generate an estimate. 
Difficulties do exist with the Bayesian methods. As pointed out in Chao (1989), 
estimates calculated using the method of Gazey and Staley (1986) can be influenced by 
the size of the prior distribution assumed. For example, a distribution with an extremely 
long tail with low probability would affect the 95% confidence intervals. I minimized the 
tails by running test distributions to find a suitable range as Gazey and Staley suggest 
(1986). All of the Bayesian estimates fell within the standard errors of the Chao 
estimates for populations where both estimates were available. From Figure 2, the 
Bayesian estimates tend to be larger than the Chao estimates, but the slope of the 
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Figure 6. Plots of the total number of individuals captured at each sampling occasion on 
slope 99. Snails caught under boards and those found in quadrats are displaved 
separately. 
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relationship between the two does not differ significantly from 1, so both methods appear 
to be equally consistant. 
Although there are no standard errors available for Frest's population size 
estimates, eight of twelve of my estimates are much higher than his estimates (Table 3). 
Using a sign test, my estimates are not significantly higher than Frest's estimates as a 
whole (p=0.121). Some of the differences can probably be explained by the structure of 
the particular slope. For example, slope 247 consists of a small patch of talus and a large 
overhanging cliff, which could not be sampled. The potential snail habitat was calculated 
only as the talus area and the area immediately at the bare base of the cliff where many 
shells and a few live snails were found, presumably having fallen from the cliff. Discus 
macclinlocki has been found living in cracks in bare cliff faces on other slopes (personal 
observation). If the entire cliff face is counted as habitat, the estimate would be greatly 
increased. Thus, most error in the estimates is probably due to area effects, not counting 
error. 
Other slopes which have low population estimates are also complex in structure. 
Slopes 103 and 297 are extremely complex with many outcrops interspersed along the 
slope, so areas of potential snail habitat may have been overlooked and not included in 
my estimates. The relatively low estimate on slope 120 is an anomaly, however, because 
it appeared to be relatively uniform over the area sampled. 
Estimates for slopes 207 and 246 are larger than those of Frest by two orders of 
magnitude, which is due to the large habitat areas given by Frest. Comparing Frest's area 
estimate to my estimate of area for slope 297 (the only slope where both estimates are 
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available) shows his estimate (52,000 m") is larger than mine (300 m"). It is likely that 
Frest was estimating the entire hillside area rather than just suitable habitat area. 
Wallendorf and Clark (1992) used sampling boards for their mark-recapture study 
of slope 99 (encompassing the three separate areas B, X, and C). Using CAPTURE, their 
population estimate of 205,000 (95% c.i. = 47,000 to 885,000) is significantly higher than 
the estimate from my study. However, they assumed uniform density over the entire 
slope area to obtain this value. The assumption of uniform density is obviously not 
realistic, as can be seen from the results from the estimates from the three distinct sections 
used in this study. Extrapolating a high density over areas which do not contain many (if 
any) snails would result in a higher estimate. Using their density estimate of 86 
individuals per m" over the total area I sampled on slope 99 (270 m"), results in a 
population estimate of 23,220 individuals which is still much larger than the Bayesian 
ma.ximum estimates for the three areas (B, C, X) combined (3915 individuals). 
Overall estimates from the boards and quadrats are not directly comparable 
because fewer boards v/ere used than quadrats. However, sampling boards produced some 
very different dynamics in the snails' behavior. Capture probabilities were much higher 
for the boards than for the quadrats (0.127 vs. 0.03 on slope 121; 0.156 vs. 0.023 on 
99B). Snails were recaptured at much higher rates under the boards than in the quadrats 
(25.0%, 47.6%, 39.29%, and 22.86% vs. 7.75%, 8.70%, 0%, and 0%). These rates are 
consistent with previous monitoring studies using boards, where the recapture rate was 
54% (Ostlie 1992). The total number of individuals under the boards also appeared to be 
more stable than the number in the quadrats (Figure 6). In effect, the snails are "trap 
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happy", a classic problem in population estimation. Because the estimates are based on 
the proportion of captures which are recaptures, this could severely bias the population 
estimates to be lower than the actual population size (White el al. 1982). 
These behaviors suggest that the snails are more likely to come to the surface 
under a board than in an open quadrat, and once under a board, they are more likely to 
remain under a board. The snails' behavior is probably because the boards are 
maintaining cover over the area and keeping more moisture on the ground, which results 
in higher rates of recapture when using the boards. 
Variograms from some of the slopes show a slight relationship between the 
number of individuals captured at any one site and the number captured at the next closest 
site — at a lag distance of two meters (see Figure 3). On the slopes where this 
relationship occurs, the snails are heterogeneously distributed across the areas sampled. 
The number of snails captured at each quadrat in this study shows clumping on some 
slopes as well (see Figure 4). 
On some slopes most of the captures are from just a few sampling sites (Figure 4), 
which would appear to coincide with Frest's reference to colonies of snails (Frest 1984). 
Or, the snails may only be more uniformly distributed beneath the surface layer and only 
funneled to the surface at certain places, i.e. those areas cooled just enough by air flow 
from vents or with sufficient vegetation to maintain desirable humidity levels. 
The number of captures also varied among sampling occasions (Figures 4 and 5). 
Many factors could influence this result including moisture levels and temperature over 
the season. Ostlie (1992) showed that peaks in the number of individuals at each board 
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varied over time and with temperature, but the peaks were not the same over the entire 
slope. Wallendorf and Clark (1992) found that temperature did not determine the number 
of snails captured at temperatures from 6 to 12 "C, but these temperatures are below the 
temperature (15.6 °C) at which Ostlie (1992) noted reduced activity . The patterns of 
variation are not consistant among slopes, further emphasizing the uniqueness of each 
slope. 
Capture probabilities varied across slopes (as in the three sections of slope 99) so 
an average density should not be applied to the entire slope. Rough calculations of 
sampling estimates divided by sample area (surface area only) give results ranging from 
0.74 individuals per m" on slope 207 to 28.07 individuals per m" on slope 33. Wallendorf 
and Clark (1992) recorded average densities of Discus maccliniocki of 86 individuals per 
m\ The density estimates from my study and Wallendorf and Clark's (1992) study of D. 
macclintocki are comparable to densities determined in other studies of terrestrial snails, 
which show a wide range of densities. Pfenninger et al. (1996) used visual searching of 
quadrats to study the small (5-8 mm) Trochoidea geyeri and obtained estimates of 6.89 
individuals per m'. Studies of Cepaea nemoralis analyzed by Greenwood (1974) had 
densities of 0.1 to 1.5 per m" while Goodhart (1962) found densities of 3.5 per m% for 
that same species. Discus cronkhitei have been found in densities as high as 48.9 per m" 
(Van Es and Boag 1981). High densities were also found in Theba pisana (39-202 
individuals per m"), and Ariania arbuslonim (10.1-42.9 individuals per m") although the 
variation between quadrats was large (Cowie 1984; Baur and Baur 1990). Woodruff 
(1978) recorded average densities of 13 individuals per m' for Cerion sp. Baur (1988) 
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recorded densities of Chondiina clienta reaching 794 individuals per m\ 
Move in ent 
Recaptures showed that very few snails moved to a different quadrat or board 
during this study. The percentage of recaptured snails that moved at all was 0.13% on 
slope 33, 0.09% on slope 121, 0.17% on slope 119, and 0.05 on 99X (under the boards). 
A low percentage of movement is not unusual for snail studies and illustrates the 
difficulty in studying motility in an animal with such slow movement. Schilthuizen and 
Lombaerts (1994) found that 90% of adult Albinaria comtgaia, which also resides in a 
patchy habitat, moved less than 2 meters. 
Of the Discus macclintocki that moved, the most common rate of movement was 
0.7 meters per day. The longest recorded movement was 8 meters. These rates are 
similar to the rates of movement shown in other studies. Ostlie (1992) recorded Discus 
macclintocki moving up to 1 meter per week. This is a higher rate of movement than 
Goodhart (1962) recorded for Cepaea nemoralis (average 0.18 meters in 4 weeks). The 
maximum recorded distance moved by T roc ho idea gey eri was 13.09 meters over a 210 
day period (Pfenninger el al. 1996). Woodruff (1978) estimated that one generation of 
Cerion species disperses only 0.200 meters. Chondrina clienta dispersed a ma.ximum 
distance 0.342 meters over a six-month period in a study by Baur (1988). 
Some species appear to move much more readily. Cepaea nemoralis was studied 
in a grassland area by Cameron and Williamson (1977), who found 31-38% of snails per 
year migrated from the initial plot. Giant African snails (Achatinafulica) move on average 
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0.54 to 3.77 meters per day and juveniles are known to disperse up to 500 meters over a 
four month period (Tomiyama and Nakane 1993). 
Some studies have shown a relationship between the number of dispersers or the 
distance of dispersal in snails and either the density of the population (Greenwood 1974), 
the type of habitat (Baur 1988; Baur and Baur 1990), or the amount of handling (Cameron 
and Williamson 1977). I cannot test for similar effects in this study of Discus 
macclintocki with such small sample sizes and a limited ability to detect dispersal. 
Spatial and temporal factors 
This study illustrates several factors that create difficulties when attempting to 
estimate snail populations. First, the three-dimensional nature of the problem must be 
considered. Locasciulli and Boag (1987) examined the vertical distribution of snails in 
forest litter using soil cores. The snails tended to move upward in the summer. However, 
67% of the Discus cronkhitei (a close relative of Discus macclintocki) were found deeper 
than 5 centimeters from the surface. This result suggests that only a small portion of the 
snail population is active at the surface at any one time. Boag (1985) found that humidity 
level is the most important factor regulating the presence of snails above the litter. 
Boards and quadrats could be measuring only a very small fraction of the actual 
population. Because snails can move vertically as well as horizontally, sampling methods 
which assume that all snails will be observed in a certain two-dimensional area will result 
in biased estimates since, snails below ground at a given plot are not observed. Counts 
that reflect fewer than the actual number of snails at a site will result in low estimates. If 
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this is the case, the population estimates given here could be severe underestimates of the 
actual populations, but they will not be overestimates. 
Another important factor to be emphasized is that temporal variation is extremely 
important in these populations. Both day-to-day and year-to-year fluctuations are evident. 
Number of captures varied between sampling occasions in this study (Figure 5) showing 
fluctuating activity levels. Year-to-year variation was formerly attributed to population 
decline (Frest 1984). Frest compared population sizes between years at five slopes and 
found three of them to be lower in the second year. However, extrapolating from the 
fluctuations seen between sampling occasions in this study, year to year variation could be 
a normal occurrence. Additional evidence exists for yearly fluctuation in an individual's 
presence above ground. In May and June of 1996, while collecting snails for a separate 
study (Ross, in prep), I observed ten Discus macclintocki marked during previous 
monitoring work on slope 99 where 122 adults were marked with fingernail polish in 
unique color patterns (Ostlie 1992; Wallendorf and Clark 1992). However, during the 
1997 season, I observed only one snail from that study, and it was not one of the 
individuals observed in 1996. Thus, long-term monitoring is necessary to determine just 
how much snail populations fluctuate. 
Finally, snails live at much finer spatial scales than scientists, and unrecognized 
differences in microhabitat can make large differences in the presence or absence of a 
snail in one area or another, even on the same slope. Figure 4 illustrates the presence of 
snails in some quadrats and not others over the sampling season. 
Although assuming habitat uniformity even within "snail habitat" will tend to 
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overestimate the population, it is clear that sizeable populations exist at all of these sites. 
Estimates presented here are probably even biased low due to error in sampled-area 
estimates and the inability to monitor snails underground. Population sizes appear much 
larger at most sites than previously thought. Despite the difficulties in sampling, this 
study provides baseline data for monitoring efforts and future studies of Discus 
macclintocki. 
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CHAPTER 3. PHYLOGEOGRAPHY AND CONSERVATION 
GENETICS OF THE IOWA PLEISTOCENE SNAIL 
A paper to be submitted to Molecular Ecology 
Tamara Kay Ross 
Background 
Understanding how gene flow historically or currently connects populations is 
essential for conservation of species of concern in order to maximize the genetic diversity 
and overall health of the species. Issues of connectedness and intraspecific variation have 
become especially important as populations become more and more isolated in today's 
fragmented environments. Terrestrial snails are often ideal for studying the effects of 
isolation on genetic variation, because they commonly show low rates of migration. 
Many factors affect the amount and distribution of genetic variation within a 
species, including molecular mechanisms (e.g., mutation rate), as well as ecological 
factors (e.g., dispersal). (For a complete discussion of these factors see Avise 1994.) The 
geographical arrangement of populations can also affect the amount of variation. For 
example, in most species that migrate passively in water, populations downstream should 
receive migrants from populations upstream, but not vice versa. Therefore, populations 
downstream have the opportunity for more new genotypes to be introduced and may show 
a higher level of diversity than the upstream populations, which only obtain new 
genotypes through new mutations arising from within the population (at least in non-
recombining loci). 
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Snail studies have often been used to examine questions regarding gene flow and 
genetic structure (including Selander & Kaufman 1973; Brussard & McCracken 1974; 
Brussard 1975; Schilthuizen & Lombaerts 1994; Selander & Kaufman 1975; and many 
others summarized in Fretter & Peake 1978). Most of the earlier snail studies used 
allozymes as molecular markers to determine the genetic diversity and structure of 
populations. Although technology has allowed the use of mitochondrial DNA for 
population studies since the 1970s (Avise et al. 1979), difficulties in extracting pure DNA 
precluded extensive snail studies until recent work provided new methods (Stine 1989; 
Terrett 1994). Many studies have now been conducted that use sequences of 
mitochondrial DNA loci to examine intraspecific variation in snails (Thomaz et al. 1996; 
Remigio & Blair 1997; Douris et al. 1998). Mitochondrial DNA sequencing has the 
advantage of showing all existing variation in that segment of DNA. The high resolution 
allows the determination of population structure at a finer scale than, for example, 
allozyme analysis, which may not detect all mutations. Mitochondrial DNA also does not 
recombine so haplotypes are easier to trace among populations. In addition, mitochondria 
tend to mutate at a faster rate than nuclear DNA (Avise 1987), so more variable characters 
are available for analyses. 
Discus macclintocki is a small terrestrial snail (5 to 8 millimeters in diameter) that 
is a federally listed endangered species (United States Fish and Wildlife Service 1993). 
Currently, it is an extreme habitat specialist inhabiting only algific (cold-air) talus slopes 
in northeastern Iowa and northwestern Illinois. The species appears to have a limited 
temperature tolerance (Frest 1981) that prevents its expansion into the areas between 
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slopes, which have harsher climates. Because of these temperature requirements, D. 
macclintocki is believed to be a relict species, surviving only on these isolated algific 
talus slopes since the last glacier receded and the temperatures increased approximately 
16,500 years ago (Prior 1991). The initial work on this species (Baker 1928) described 
two subspecies, D. macclintocki macclintocki and D. macclintocki angulatus, from fossils 
differing in height and angle of the outer whorl. The existence of distinct subspecies was 
not confirmed in a later study (Frest 1984). In addition, two color morphs exist, tan and 
olive/gray, but whether there is any genetic difference between the morphs is unknown. 
No previous information is available on the genetics of this species, and a unique 
opportunity presented itself to examine the genetic diversity and genetic structure of a 
species that is highly fragmented and isolated in remnant populations. 
Several questions are addressed in this study. First, how is geological history and 
geographical separation reflected in the genetic relationships among populations observed 
today? For example, are populations along the same watershed more closely related to 
one another than to populations in another watershed? Secondly, has the isolation of these 
populations diminished the amount of genetic diversity within the populations? Third, 
does the arrangement of these populations influence the amount of variation within 
populations (i.e., are downstream populations more diverse)? Fourth, do particular slopes 
represent a greater amount of the total genetic diversity, and therefore should be given 





Snails were collected from nine algific slopes from three watersheds in Iowa from 
May through July of 1996 and from one slope in Illinois in July 1997 (Figure 1. Table 1), 
The snails collected included individuals of both color morphs. These slopes had been 
identified previously as having D. macclintocki populations (Frest 1981-1986). I collected 
most of the snails by placing wooden collecting boards on the slopes. The snails took 
refuge in the moist microclimate under these boards, so I could easily return to the boards 
and find snails. On one slope (f?232), the steepness of the cliff face precluded the "board 
method", but snails were easily picked from the rock cliff face by hand. Snails were 
frozen in liquid nitrogen or maintained alive on ice for transport to the laboratory where 
they were stored at -70''C. Samples of Discus catskillensis and Discus cronkhiiei were 
collected for use as outgroups. Morphological measurements of all snails collected were 
taken for a separate analyses (Ross, in prep). 
Table 1. Number of snails collected from each site. Slope numbers refer to the numbers 
assigned by Frest (1981-1987) in original surveys. 
Slope Number County Number of Snails Collected 
33 Dubuque 30 
62 Clayton 5 
99 Clayton 30 
103 Clayton 30 
119 Clayton 30 
120 Clayton 30 
121 Clayton 30 
213 Jo Davies 1 
232 Jackson 20 
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Figure 1. Map of northeastern Iowa and northwestern Illinois showing the locations of the 
collecting populations. Numbers refer to slope designations from Frest (1981-198/). 
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Laboratory' Methods 
DNA was extracted from the snails using the protocols of Frazer & Collins (1994). 
I amplified a 485 base-pair segment of the 16s rDNA region of the mitochondrial genome 
using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The 16s rDNA region was chosen because it 
amplified consistently with available primers and an initial screen showed variation was 
present. I used the primers 16sar-L (cgcctgtttaacaaaaacat) and 16sbr-H 
(ccggtctgaactcagatcacgt) originally designed for use in Drosophila (Palumbi et al. 1991). 
Each 50jil PCR reaction contained: 5|il MgCK, 5|il Promega (lOX Mg-free) buffer, 2.5 nl 
of each primer, 5 jil dNTPs, 28 ^1 sterile water, 0.2 )il Promega Taq polymerase (or one 
Promega TaqBead), and 1 ^l of diluted DNA. DNA was diluted 1:10 with sterile water 
for use in PCR. (The 1:10 dilutions were used because they amplified most reliably in an 
initial test of different dilution factors.) 
The thermal program consisted of thirty-four cycles of three steps: 95 "C for one 
minute, 43 to 47 °C for one minute, and 72 °C for 1.5 minutes. These cycles were 
followed by 95 °C for one minute, 43 to 47 °C for one minute, 72 °C for seven minutes, 
and an indefinite hold at 4 °C. In reactions where liquid Taq was used, a hot-start step 
was added to the beginning of the procedure, where the reactions were heated to 93 °C for 
thirty seconds before the Taq was added. The annealing temperatures were adjusted from 
43 to 47 °C because of differences between individual samples, which amplified better at 
lower or higher temperatures. The PCR reactions were conducted in a PTC-100 
thermocycler (MJ Research). PCR products were purified using Amicon Microcon-50 or 
Microcon-100 microconcentrators and then directly sequenced on Perkin Elmer Applied 
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Biosystems ABI 377 and 373 machines at the Iowa State University Nucleic Acid 
Sequencing Facility. 
A nalyses 
Forward and reverse sequencing reactions were run for each individual and 
checked against one another using Sequence Navigator version 1.01 software. In the few 
instances where the software's base-pair determinations were still ambiguous, base-pairs 
were called conservatively (i.e. the base-pair was assumed to agree with the common 
haplotype for that population at that position). Sequences are deposited in GenBank under 
accession numbers AF064400 to AF064438 . Sequences were aligned using ClustalW-
(1.4)-big&fat. Sequences for D. catskillensis (accession ffAF063140) and D. cronkhitei 
(accession iTAF063141) were aligned and used as outgroups. 
Using PAUP*4 (Swofford 1997), I calculated the genetic distance using the 
following algorithms; absolute, Tajima-Nei, Jukes-Cantor, Kimura-2, and maximum 
likelihood. A representative of each unique haplotype in each population was used to 
create neighbor-joining and UPGMA trees. Parsimony methods were also used to 
construct a phylogenetic tree. These trees were visualized using MacClade version 3.05. 
Results 
The phylogenetic trees that result from the data generally support clades grouped 
according to watershed. The parsimony method generated 200 trees. The strict consensus 
of all of these trees is shown in Figure 2. Trees constructed using different distance 
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measures differ slightly in topology (see Figure 3). Of the 355 base pairs that can be 
aligned across all haplotypes, there are 62 variable sites. Seven changes exhibit 
homoplasy on the trees. The parsimony tree method is the shortest tree having just 284 
steps (consistency index = 0.87). Neighbor-joining trees constructed from maximum 
likelihood, Kimura-2, and Jukes-Cantor matrices are only 2 steps longer (286 steps, 
consistency index = 0.86). The neighbor-joining tree generated from absolute differences 
is 289 steps (consistency index = 0.85). The Tajima-Nei matrix produces a tree of 301 
steps (consistency index = 0.82). UPGMA trees were slightly longer, using both absolute 
differences (290 steps, consistency index = 0.85) and maximum likelihood (289 steps, 
consistency index = 0.85). 
All trees suppon the monophyletic group of haplotypes from the Maquoketa 
watershed (including individuals from slopes 297 and 232) combined with individuals 
from slope 213. Haplotypes from slope 232 form a monophyletic group using all methods 
except the Tajima-Nei distance matrix. Two different haplotype clusters exist on slope 
297, and they are more distant from one another than from some of the haplotypes from 
slope 232 and 213. 
The parsimony method and all distance methods except the Tajima-Nei and 
absolute differences methods support the monophyletic group of individuals from Buck 
Creek (slopes 99, 103, 119, 120, and 121). None of the methods indicate any that any 
individual slope within the Buck Creek watershed is monophyletic. 
Individuals from slope 33 are monophyletic in trees constructed using parsimony, 
neighbor joining with any of the distance methods, and UPGMA using absolute distance 
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or maximum-likelihood. The haplotype from slope 62 is outside all the other populations 
on all trees with very strong character support. However, several changes still link it with 
the haplotypes from slope 33, the other slope on the Turkey River watershed. 
Fifteen of the variable sites showed gaps (insertions or deletions) in some 
individuals which were coded as missing data and not included in the distance 
calculations. Including the gaps in the analysis, coded as a fifth character state, did not 
change the overall structure of the trees (Figure 4). Four of these gaps support the clade 
consisting of populations 33 and 62, which groups the Turkey River watershed as a 
monophyletic group. 
The gaps are included in the haplotype network where each base pair added is 
counted as a separate step change (Figure 5). The branch leading to the haplotype from 
slope 62 shows a large number of changes compared with any of the other branches. The 
locations of the slopes can be seen in Figure 1. Within slopes, no spatial structuring of 
haplotypes was evident. 
Haplotype diversities varied considerably among populations (Table 2). Population 
103 shows a much higher diversity than the other populations on Buck Creek. Three 
haplotypes occur in more than one population (Table 3). Common haplotype A is found 
in all 5 populations on Buck Creek. The frequencies decrease in population 103. The 
number of individuals with each haplotype is given in Table 4. 
I calculated the relationship between average Juke's-Cantor genetic distance and 
linear geographic distance (Figure 6a) and stream distance (Figure 6b). Average genetic 
distances were determined by averaging the Juke's-Cantor distance from each haplotype 
Figure 4. Strict consensus of 200 most parsimonious trees when gaps are coded as a fifth 
character state. (Treeiength is 333 steps, consistency mde.x = 0.S6. retention index = 
0.S5). Haplotypes from the same watershed are indicated by brackets. 
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Figure 5. Haplotype network for Discus macclintocki populations investigated in this 
study. Hash marks represent DNA sequence changes from one haplotype to the ne.xt. .-Ml 
changes (transitions, transversions. and indels) are included. The size of the circles 
represents the number of individuals with that haplotype. (For the e.xact number of 
individuals with each haplotype, see Table 5.) Haplotypes from the same population 
cluster together and are labeled by the population number. Populations on the same 
watershed are designated bv similar shadina as shown in the leuend. 
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Table 2. Haplotype diversities within populations. 










Table 3. Haplotypes that occur in multiple populations. No other haplotypes listed in 
Table 4 are found in more than one population. 
Haplotype Populations Frequency 





B 121 0.15 
119 0.20 
C 120 0.05 
103 0.05 
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Table 4. Number of individuals with each haplotype. Letters identify unique haplotypes. 
Slope 99 Slope 213 
Haplotype Number of Individuals Haplotype Number of Individuals 
A 16 U 1 
D 2 
E 1 Slope 297 
F 1 Haplotype Number of Individuals 
G 1 V 11 
HI W 3 
X 3 
Slope 121 Y I 
Haplotype Number of Individuals Z 1 
A 15 AA 1 
B 3 AB 1 
I 1 
J I Slope 232 
Haplotype Number of Individuals 
Slope 119 AC 12 
Haplotype Number of Individuals AD 2 
A 12 AE 2 
B 4 AF 1 
K 2 AG I 
LI AH 1 
Ml AI 1 
Slope 103 Slope 33 
Haplotype Number of Individuals Haplotype Number of Individuals 
A 5 AJ 19 
N 8 AK 3 
0 4 AL 1 
PI AM 1 
Q 1 
C 1 Slope 62 
Haplotype Number of Individuals 
Slope 120 AN 5 







within a population to each haplotype within another population. Each population was 
assigned zero within-population genetic distance. Linear geographic distance was 
determined by measuring the shortest straight-line distance between populations. Stream 
distance was determined by measuring the distance between populations by following the 
route of the waterway. These relationships show a significant positive correlation 
(p=0.0043 for linear distance and p=0.00026 for stream distance), but explain very little of 
the variation (r^= 0.144 and 0.224 for linear and stream distance respectively). Slope 62 
could bias these results since the haplotype found there is extremely different than 
haplotypes on the other slopes. Therefore, I reran the analyses without including distances 
to slope 62 (Figure 6c and d). With these analyses, the relationships remain significant 
(p«0.05) and a larger portion of the variation is explained (r^=0.517 and 0.630 for linear 
distance and stream distance respectively). 
Since these points are not all independent, a Mantel's test was conducted to 
determine the significance (Smouse 1986; as analyzed in Hellberg 1994; Tilley ei 
al.\990). For this test, average genetic distances for each population were randomized 
among all populations and the observed slope was compared against the slopes obtained 
from ten thousand replications to determine the probability of obtaining the observed slope 
by chance. The relationship between genetic distance and watershed distance was 
significant (p=0.018), but the relationship between genetic distance and linear distance was 
not (p=0.11). 
I also investigated the relationship between haplotype diversity and population size, 
habitat area, and number of other snail species present. The population sizes were 
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Figure 6. Relationship beuveen genetic distance and a) linear geographical distance 
(y=0.014-t-0.00024.\. r^=0.144) and b) stream distance (v-0.012+0.000 16.k. r^=0.224j. 
Linear distance was determined by measuring the shonest straight-line distance between 
the populations from a topographical map. Stream distance was determined by measuring 
the shonest route between populations following waterways only. Removing data from 
population 62 results in the relationships shown in c) for linear geographical distance 
(y=0.0063-0.00021x. r=0.517) and d) for stream distance (y=0.0057-0.00013.\. r=0.630). 
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Figure 6. Continued. 
Linear Distance vs. Genetic Distance 
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Figure 6. Continued. 
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determined during a mark-recapture study conducted in 1997 (Ross, in prep). The number 
of other snail species present was taken from original surveys of the slopes (Frest 1981, 
1982). Frest (1986) did not list all species present in his survey of slope 232 or 297, so 
these slopes are not included in the analyses of species number and diversity. Potential 
snail habitat areas were measured in relation to the mark-recapture study. Neither 
population size nor habitat area could be estimated for the snail population on slope 232, 
so it was not included in either of these analyses. The sample size (n=l) from population 
213 did not allow calculation of haplotype diversity. 
None of these factors showed a slope that was significantly different from zero 
using standard least squares methods (Figure 7). Population size and habitat area 
described only a small portion of the variation (r^= 0.014 and 0.005). Species number did 
describe a large portion of the variation (r^=0.499). but the slope was not significantly 
different from zero (p=0.076). A reduced major a.\is test (see Clarke 1980; LaBarbera 
1989) increased the steepness of the slopes for all three comparisons, but again none were 
significantly different from zero (population size -42988 +/- 5113, area 3427 -^/- 18.23, 
species diversity -27.69 +/- 19.56). The sample size is so low for all of these 
comparisons that the power of the test may not be large enough to determine if a 
relationship exists. 
Discussion 
This study provides a description of genetic structuring at various spatial scales. 
No genetic structure e.xists within slopes, as the haplotypes were distributed among the 
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Figure 7. Correlation benveen haplotype diversity and a) population size (y=0.46-2.77e-
6.\, r^=0.0I4), b) habitat area (y=0.43-rI.65e-6.\, r^=0.000028), and c) number of snail 
species co-habitating that slope (y=0.75-2.55e-2x. r=0.499). 
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Habitat Area vs. Haplotype Diversity 
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Figure 7. Continued. 
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Haplotype Diversity vs. Species Diversity 
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sampling boards on each slope. However, among slopes, there is extensive structuring of 
haplotypes, (except on Buck Creek as explained below). Individuals from slopes 33. 62, 
297, and 232 cluster together reliably, illustrating slope-level differences. Two separate 
clusters of haplotypes exist in population 297, most likely due to the survival of two 
polymorphic haplotypes from the ancestral population. At the largest scale investigated in 
this study, all watersheds are genetically distinct from one another. 
The geological history of Iowa is dominated by multiple glacial advances. The 
northeast comer is part of the 'Driftless Area' because of the peculiar situation where 
several of the Pleistocene glacial advances did not cover the entire area (Prior 1991). 
The fossil record of Discus maccliniocki suggests a population existed to the south and 
west during the most recent glaciation (Frest & Fay 1980; Frest 1984; Hubricht 1985). 
These snails appeared in the geologic record 300,000 ybp and have existed in their current 
geographical area as far back as 20,000 ybp (Frest 1984). The current populations on the 
algific slopes may be remnants of a population(s) which existed in the driftless area 
during the glacial period and subsequently became isolated on the cold-air slopes. 
Alternatively, the snails may have migrated into the area from the southern population as 
the glacier receded and the area to the south warmed, successfully colonizing only the 
algific slopes. The data from this study cannot distinguish between these two scenarios. 
The population on slope 213 is the only population located on the eastern side of 
the Mississippi River (Jo Davies County, Illinois). Despite this seemingly large barrier to 
migration, the single sample from this population clusters within those populations found 
on the Maquoketa watershed at roughly the same latitude on the western side of the river. 
This clustering suggests that the course of the Mississippi River may have changed after 
the populations were initially founded, subsequently separating the populations. Some 
geological theories do suggest that the Mississippi River existed farther east prior to being 
diverted to its present course (Anderson 1988). However, the Mississippi River has been 
in its present course at that location for at least 700,000 years (Anderson 1988), which is 
before the first appearance of Discus macclintocki in the fossil record (400,000 ybp, Frest 
1984). 
The phylogenetic relationships are also consistent with the hypothesis that flooding 
events have been the main method of dispersal. Although other animals and even wind 
have been implicated in dispersal of other snail species (Boag 1986; Kirchner ei al. 1997), 
dispersal by (looding seems most likely in these habitat specialists. The stream distance 
has a higher correlation with genetic distance than linear distance, and when average 
genetic distances are randomized, the relationship between genetic distance and linear 
distance is no longer significant. Therefore, being downstream from other populations 
may be more important than the actual linear geographical distance for determining 
genetic divergence. 
Individuals from slope 62 show extreme divergence from all haplotypes from all of 
the other slopes. Thirty-three steps separate the individuals from slope 62 from the 
individuals on the next closest slope (# 33) on the same watershed. This divergence 
seems extreme for the distance between slopes 62 and 33 (14 miles), because it is much 
larger even than pairwise divergences between watersheds. For example, individual 
haplotypes from Buck Creek slopes and Maquoketa River slopes over 45 miles are only 
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separated by six steps. The morpiioiogy of the individuals from slope 62 does not differ 
significantly from individuals on the other slopes (Ross, in prep), so it is unlikely that 
they represent a separate species. Mis-identification is also not a likely explanation 
because the DNA sequence is not similar to the sister taxa found in the area {Discus 
cronkhitei and Discus catskillensis). Slope 62 is the westernmost slope of those sampled 
and could perhaps represent a different colonization event than that which founded the 
other populations. Without information from populations farther west, support for a 
separate founding event cannot be assessed. Slope 62 is located right at the edge of the 
Niagara Escarpment and the Iowa Erosion Surface as determined from maps of landform 
regions of Iowa (Prior 1991). How this might have affected colonization of this area is 
unclear. However, because populations on different watersheds do not share any 
hapiotypes, it is clear that we cannot assume a stepping-stone model of colonization 
whereby southern populations were founded first, followed by successive colonization of 
more northerly populations. 
Based upon DNA sequences, the five populations along Buck Creek (Slopes 99, 
103, 119, 120, and 121) could not be differentiated from one another. This pattern 
contrasts with the patterns of divergence seen among all of the remaining populations. If 
a constant rate of divergence is assumed, the Buck Creek populations must have been 
connected to one another by a common ancestor much more recently than the other 
populations. A difference exists between the frequency of the common haplotype A 
between slope 103 and the remaining four Buck Creek populations, however, suggesting 
some differentiation is occurring among sites. 
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Overall, the genetic distance was related to the linear geographic distance and the 
watershed distance, supporting the idea that geography did play an important role in the 
distribution of the species. This isolation by distance is consistent with a study by 
Pfenninger et al. (1996), which found genetic distance and geographic distance were 
highly correlated in a similarly sized snail, Trochoidea geyeri. 
The snails from slope 103 also exhibit a larger variety of haplotypes than the snails 
from other populations. Slope 103 is downstream from all the other populations on Buck 
Creek and could potentially receive immigrants during flooding events from all of the 
upstream populations (those currently in existence and those which might have existed 
historically on other slopes in the area). Slope 33 also has a higher level of diversity than 
the upstream population on the same watershed (slope 62). This evidence supports the 
hypothesis that populations further downstream would have higher genetic diversities than 
populations upstream. However, unique genotypes exist in the downstream populations as 
well, so migration is not the only way they are generating diversity. 
Total levels of genetic diversity within populations are extremely high. At least 
four haplotypes exist in all of the sampled populations where at least 20 individuals were 
sampled. The amount of polymorphism in some of these populations is even higher than 
that observed by Thomaz et al. (1996), who commented on the extreme levels of variation 
found in 300 base pairs of the 16s region in Cepaea nemoralis. In their study, they 
reported up to five haplotypes in a population and a maximum intraspecific divergence of 
12.9%. Calculating the haplotype diversity from their reported haplotype frequencies 
results in a range of 0.00 to 0.709. The haplotype diversities in my study range from 0.00 
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to 0.730 with maximum intrapopulation genetic distance of 1.4%. Between populations, 
the maximum divergence in this study was 11,9% (between haplotypes P and AN). 
Intraspecific comparisons of Albina/ia species from different islands around Crete give 
distances of 1.5 to 9.5% for the 16s region (Douris et ai 1998). Remigio & Blair (1997) 
found distances between populations of various snail species ranging from 0.2% to 9.7% 
at the 16s locus. These distance are higher than distances found in other molluscs. 
Mulvey et al. (1997) found a sequence difference of 0.2 to 2,5% between species within 
the same genera of freshwater mussels, Thomaz et al. (1996) point out that this level of 
divergence is as large as that contained within some orders, such as the 7.19% divergence 
(using transversions only) between suborders within Order Cetacea which Milinkovitch et 
al. (1994) found at the 12s and 16s regions. Bargelloni et al. (1994) describe a maximum 
16.2% genetic difference within Order Perciformes. 
One factor that may affect genetic diversity in snails differently than in some other 
species is the possibility of self-fertilization. Although Discus macclintocki is not known 
to undergo self-fertilization, the potential effect of selfing on genetic diversity must be 
considered. Selfing should reduce diversity within populations, with up to an 80% 
reduction possible (Charlesworth et al. 1993). Other land snails do show reduced levels 
of diversity in self-fertilizing populations (Njiokou et al. 1993; Viard et al. 1997). 
However, Viard et al. (1997) note that demography outweighed any effects of selfing in 
several Bulinus tnmcatus populations that exhibited high levels of variability. Self-
fertilization cannot be ruled out from the current study, but, if present, other factors are 
clearly much more important in determining the amount of genetic variation within 
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populations of D. niacclinlocki. 
Thomaz et al. (1996) suggest several reasons why terrestrial snails may exhibit 
such high genetic diversities including: 1) rapid mitochondrial mutational rate, 2) very old 
isolation events, 3) selection for variability, and 4) population structure conducive to high 
variation. They conclude that the most support is for hypothesis number four, because 
terrestrial snails tend to have numerous demes with low migration rales. However, they 
could not completely eliminate the first or third hypotheses. The second explanation is 
not supported in their system, since C. nemoralis show no geographical structuring with 
allozymes. 
In the present system, no allozyme data for Discus macclintocki are available to 
eliminate the second possibility. However, the geological history of the region would 
suggest that these populations may have been isolated on the algific talus slopes for at 
least 16,000 years. Whether this is sufficient time to allow for the observed variation is 
questionable if mutation rates are similar to those for other species. Mutation rate 
estimates determined for other snail species of approximately 0.6% per million years 
(Rumbak et al. 1994) would put the separation of populations 33 and 62 at more than 19 
million years ago (using the method shown in Li & Graur 1991). This split would be 
older than the land surfaces in the area which were last glaciated around 700,000 to 2 
million ybp (Prior 1991), so it is unlikely that these mutation rates are correct. A faster 
mutation rate seems likely for pulmonale snails at this locus, but the reasons for this 
pattern are unclear. 
Selection for the maintenance of variability is an interesting possibility explored in 
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Nevo (1988). In snails, some work has suggested that there may be selection for diversity 
in shell banding patterns (Jones 1973), Thomaz et al. (1996) state they are further 
investigating selection for diversity in mitochondrial DNA haplotypes based on interactive 
function v/ith nuclear ribosomal regions. My study cannot address this possibility. 
In addition to the possible explanations discussed above, several ecological and 
environmental factors may affect haplotype diversity. Population size is one potential 
influence because large populations are less likely to drift to fixation. However, 
regression analyses indicate mark-recapture estimates of the population size are not 
significantly correlated with the haplotype diversity exhibited by the populations 
(p»0.05), suggesting that the size of the population has little effect on the variation in 
these snail populations. Habitat area is also related to species diversity (MacArthur & 
Wilson 1963; Rosenzweig 1995; among many others) and by corollary could be related to 
genetic diversity. However, habitat area does not show a relationship with the haplotype 
diversity either (linear regression test, p»0.05). 
Another potential influence on the maintenance of high levels of variability within 
populations is the complexity of the snail community. This hypothesis is an extension of 
traditional niche theory. Niche theory is based on the idea that organisms have the ability 
to do best within certain parameters of a resource, and will outcompete other organisms at 
this optimum for which they are best suited morphologically, behaviorally, etc. 
(Hutchinson 1965; MacArthur & Levins 1967; Abrams 1983). Competition with other 
species forces a narrowing (stabilizing selection) towards that optimum. Patterns to 
support this prediction have been shown in studies of finch species in the Galapagos 
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where Geospiza difficilis and Geospiza fuliginosa have more similar diets when found on 
separate islands, but partition the food resources when living sympatrically (Schluter & 
Grant 1982). Davidson (1977) showed that ant species adjusted their foraging strategies 
depending on the species that made up the ant community. 
If the ability to exploit the resource gradient is at least partially heritable, then the 
underlying genotypes must be involved in the dynamics of niche compression. Several 
studies have examined how genotypes within one species may partition that species' niche 
width (Garbut & Zangerl 1983; Zangerl & Bazzaz 1984; Garbut et al. 1985), but this 
approach does not address the question of how species diversity is related to genotype 
diversity. Vrijenhoek (1985) reasoned that if the niche space is at least partially 
dependant on some heritable trait, a population with more genotypes will have a wider 
niche. However, the idea that the level of intrapopulation variation is related to niche 
width has been extensively debated (Rothstein 1973; Loeschcke 1984). Noy ei al. (1987) 
found that in two Liltorina species, heterozygosity was correlated with niche width. 
Huston (1994) hypothesized that with increased species diversity in a given habitat, each 
species should comprise a narrower niche and, therefore, exhibit lower genetic diversity. 
Assuming similar resource gradients. Discus macclintocki have more niche space available 
on slopes with few competitors, which means more intraspecific genetic diversity can be 
developed and maintained. The number of other snail species found on a slope did show 
a negative relationship with the haplotype diversity (r=.449), but again the slope of the 
regression line is not significantly different from zero (linear regression, p=0.07). More 
work is needed on this topic to support this theory further. 
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Some slopes appeared to have more distinct patches of high quality habitat 
separated by less suitable habitat. Bacteria have been shown to increase in genetic 
diversity as habitat variability increases (McArthur et al. 1988). Complex habitat variation 
could influence the number of haplotypes on a slope due to the maintenance of local 
variation. However, no distinct structuring within a slope was observed. Little surface 
movement was noted (Ross, in prep), suggesting that perhaps the population was 
uniformly connected underground. 
No evidence was found to support Discus macclintocki angulaius as a separate 
species with a more angular shape as originally described (Baker 1928; Pilsbry 1948). 
For the most part, snails clustered together by slope. If subspecies existed sympatrically 
with strong assortative mating, angular individuals from one slope should cluster more 
closely with angular individuals from other slopes than with individuals on their own 
slope. Slope and watershed are significant in discriminant analyses of morphological 
measurements (Ross, in prep). However, the populations' morphological measurements 
overlap too much to support the definition of a subspecies based on shell characteristics. 
The population on slope 62 cannot be distinguished morphologically as a separate entity 
either, as the snails from that slope are in the center of the distribution of measurements. 
Both color morphs were found with the same haplotypes on the same slopes. 
Because no genetic difference exists between color morphs, the rsvo morphs must indeed 
be the same species. The genetic pattern from a single locus does not address the 
question of whether there is a genetic basis for the difference in color, however. 
From a conser\'ation perspective, the ability of these populations to generate and 
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maintain high levels of haplotype diversity is a positive sign, whatever the mechanism. 
Although population size can be more important to maintaining species than genetic 
diversity (Lande 1988), recent research indicates a link between genetic diversity and 
fitness traits (Saacheri et al. 1998). Management emphasis should be placed on 
maintaining the processes that allow for such diversity to exist. 
Summary 
How are geological history and geographical separation reflected in the genetic 
relationships observed today? Clearly, geological history has played an important role in 
structuring the populations of the Iowa Pleistocene snail. Historically, watersheds have 
been extremely imponant as avenues for dispersal. Populations on different watersheds 
have indeed been isolated for a long time, at a minimum since the climate began to warm 
as the glacier retreated about 16,000 ybp. The separation of populations on Buck Creek 
appears to be a much more recent event, and some gene flow may still be occurring 
between a few of the populations at the headwaters. 
Does the arrangement of the populations influence the amount of genetic variation 
present? Two downstream populations do have higher levels of haplotype diversity than 
populations farther upstream. However, with such a small sample size, no conclusions 
can be drawn that stream position is a significant factor in the amount of variation 
present. 
Has the isolation of these populations diminished the amount of genetic diversity? 
Although most of the populations are isolated now due to the harshness of the surrounding 
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habitat, they do maintain high levels of genetic diversity. The extended period of 
isolation has not caused fixation of alleles. In addition, populations with fewer haplotypes 
are not necessarily less important, because they have haplotypes that are absent in other 
populations. Thus, conservation efforts should be made to preserve as many different 
populations as possible. 
Do the data support the legitimacy of subspecies? Despite the abundance of 
haplotype diversity observed and the high levels of divergence among populations at this 
locus, no support was found for the existence of subspecies, based either on morphology 
or color. However, the external morphology of snail species can be misleading, so a 
comparison of the internal anatomy of specimens from different populations may be 
warranted. 
Finally, the amount of haplotype diversity detected within this and other pulmonate 
species suggests that the 16s region is under fewer constraints than in other organisms, so 
that more mutations are allowed with little adverse effect. More research into the 
mechanisms behind the maintenance of such high levels of diversity is warranted. 
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CHAPTER 4. EVOLUTION AT A SNAIL'S PACE: 
VARLVTION CV PARTIAL 16S RDNA SEQUENCES 
A paper to be submitted to Molecular Biology and Evolution 
Tamara K. Ross 
Abstract 
A comparison of the amount of variation 16s rDNA sequences across several 
taxonomic groups show that evolutionary rates are not constant across groups. Pulmonate 
snails appear to have a mutation rate much higher than other groups. 
Introduction 
A specific gene is often chosen for a phylogenetic study if the gene is expected to 
have enough accumulated mutations to distinguish between the species (or taxa) being 
compared, but not so many mutations that informative changes are undetectable due to 
many mutations after speciation occurs. Molecular clock theory assumes a constant rate 
of mutations through time across species being studied (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965). 
A constant molecular clock is critical for obtaining the correct phylogenetic tree with 
some analytical methods, notably the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean 
method, or UPGMA (Li and Graur 1991). However, the variability among groups is 
rarely known before such studies are conducted. In this study, I examine variable regions 
of the 16s rDNA locus and their relative rates of change among groups. 
Ribosomal DNA regions are often useful for phylogenetic comparisons because 
they contain variable regions near more conserved regions. The variable regions contain 
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the information used to build the phylogeny, while the conserved regions allow primers to 
be designed that will work across many taxa. Different ribosomal genes (both nuclear and 
mitochondrial) are used for comparisons of different levels of taxonomic groups. In 
molluscs, 28s nuclear rDNA is often used for phylogeny reconstruction of higher taxa 
(Emberton ct a/. 1990; Rosenberg ei a/. 1997) because the mutation rate is relatively slow. 
In contrast, mitochondrial ribosomal DNA loci are commonly assumed to be 
evolving at a faster rate and are used for phylogenetic studies of taxa diverging within the 
last 65 million years (Hillis and Dixon 1991). Various studies have used mitochondrial 
ribosomal RNA genes to estimate relationships at many levels, from families within orders 
(Flook and Rowell 1997; Milinkovitch 1994) to populations within species (Thomaz ei al. 
1996; Vogler and DeSalle 1993). However, Mindell and Honeycutt (1990) suggest that 
the 16s gene is only useful for determining relationships among groups with divergences 
dating back 150 to 300 million years. 
Determining whether informative variation exists at the level being studied is 
imponant. Pulmonate snails show an extremely high rate of sequence divergence, at least 
in 16s ribosomal DNA (Ross, in prep; Douris et al. 1998b; Thomaz et al. 1996). High 
mutation rates will result in repealed mutations at particular sites, which will eventually 
swamp out phylogenetically informative changes. In this paper, I explore the level at 
which the 16s rDNA is useful for determining phylogenetic relationships in pulmonate 
snails and compare the levels of variation among taxonomic groups. 
In any DNA sequence, some sites are variable while others are conserved. 
Variable regions have sometimes been referred to as "hotspots" (Moritz ei al. 1987). The 
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constraints on the variability at a particular site are often attributed to the secondary 
structure that forms after transcription into RNA. Orti et al. (1997) showed that the 
majority of variable sites in ribosomal RNA genes in fish are found in the loop regions. 
However, Wheeler and Honeycutt (1988) suggest that high levels of compensatory 
changes occur in stem regions to maintain structure after a change in one of two paired 
bases. 
Orti et al. (1996) suggest weighting base-pair changes differently depending on 
whether the changes occur in stems or loops. Weighting schemes based on sequence 
position are only useful if the positions and structures are equivalent in all the species 
being compared. In piranhas, the same regions of the DNA sequence are variable at 
increasing ta.xonomic levels, although the regions expand with higher ta.xonomic groups 
(Orti et al. 1996; Orti 1997). The question remains whether the same regions are variable 
across taxonomic groups for a particular gene. 
In order to determine whether the same regions are variable in different species, I 
compare variability profiles of the 16s rDNA region from three species of pulmonate 
snails within the same genera. In order to investigate how the amount of conservation in 
the regions of variability, I expanded the comparisons to include profiles of other 
invertebrates and then vertebrate genera. Understanding the nature of the variation in the 
16s rDNA is essential for effective use in phylogeny reconstruction and proper weighting 
of character changes. 
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Methods 
Partial 16s rDNA sequences from a variety of species in several taxonomic groups 
were downloaded from GenBank. Table 1 gives the references for each sequence. In 
order to keep the opportunity for variation constant, three ta.xa were used for each 
comparison unless otherwise noted. Flook and Rowell (1997) found that increasing the 
number of taxa increases the possibility that variation will be detected. 
Sequences were aligned using CIustal-w-Big'n'Fat. Using the statistics option on 
MEGA (Kumar et al. 1993). the variable areas were plotted with a non-overlapping 
window size of 10 base pairs (Figure 1). A partial secondary structure for Discus 
niacctinlocki was constructed (Figure 2) with RNA Draw version 1.01 (Matzura 1995) 
with pairing constraints determined using templates from other published secondary 
structures for 16s DNA (Clar>' and Wolstenholme 1985). The entire secondary structure 
could not be determined reliably because only part of the 16s region was amplified, so in 
some cases only one side of a potential stem was sequenced. 
Results and Discussion 
In a single species of pulmonate snail. Discus maccliniocki, 47 variable sites 
(9.6%) were found in seven main regions (Figure la). This comparison uses one 
sequence from each of ten populations to determine an upper bound for this species. 
(Other comparisons use only three sequences unless othenvise noted.) When rwo other 
species in the genus Discus are compared to one D. maccliniocki sequence, the result is 
31.96% (163 of 510) variable sites in seven regions (Figure lb). 
Table 1. Sequences used in this analysis 
Soecies GenBank Accession it Reference 
A Ibinaria butoti AF012075 Douris et al. 1998a 
A Ibinaria comigaia AF031680 Douris et al. 1998b 
A Ibinaria discolor AF012079 Douris et al. 1998a 
A Ibinaria discolor haessleini AF012078 Douris et al. 1998a 
A ustropeplea lessoni U82066 Remegio and Blair 1997 
A ustropeplea ollula U82067 Remegio and Blair 1997 
Bulimnea megasoma U82069 Remegio and Blair 1997 
Balaena mysticetus UI3102 Milinkovitch et al. 1994 
Bullasira comingiana U82068 Remegio and Blair 1997 
Cepaea nem oralis U23045 Terrett et al. 1996 
Clausilia bidentata AF012082 Douris et al. 1998a 
Delphinus delphinus U13106 Milinkovitch et al. 1994 
Discus catskillensis AF063140 Ross, in prep 
Discus cronkhitei AF063141 Ross, in prep 
Discus macclinlocki AF064420 Ross, in prep 
Drosophila funebris M93987 DeSalle 1992 
Drosophila pinicola M93987 DeSalle 1992 
Drosophila willistoni M93996 DeSalle 1992 
Eschrichti robusius U13108 Milinkovitch et al. 1994 
Felis chaus AF006393 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Felis libyca AF006395 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Felis mai-garita AF006397 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Felis pardalis AF006415 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Felis silvestris AF006401 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Idyla bicristaia AF012083 Douris et al. 1998a 
Kogia breviceps U13111 Milinkovitch et al. 1994 
Lymnaea generic sp. U82070 Remigio and Blair 1997 
Lymnaea stagnalis U82072 Remigio and Blair 1997 
Lymnaea stagnalis U82071 Remigio and Blair 1997 
Lynx canadensis AF006409 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Lynx lynx AF006415 Johnson and O'Brien 1997 
Megaptera novaengliae U13117 Milinkovitch et al. 1994 
Mus cervicolor M55070M38500 Fort et al. 1984 
Mus musculus V00665 Van Etten et al. 1980 
Mus musculus musculus M55046M38491 Fort et al. 1984 
Mus spretus M55061M38495 Fort et al. 1984 
Radix peregra U82074 Remigio and Blair 1997 
Radix quadrasi U82075 Remigio and Blair 1997 
Radix rubiginosa U82076 Remigio and Blair 1997 
Ratlus norvegicus V00665 Saccone et al. 1981 
Stagnicola catascopium U82078 Remigio and Blair 1997 
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Figure I. Partial 16s rDNA sequence variability profiles for: (a) Discus macclintocki (10 
individuals. 1 from each of 10 populations), (b) Genus Discus {D. caiskillensis. D. 
cronkheti. and D. macclintocki), (c) Genus Albinaria (.-1. butoti, A. comigaia. A. discolor. 
A. discolor haessleini). (d) Genus Radix (R. peregra. R. quadrasi. R. mbiginosa), (e) 
Genus Lyninaea (L. generic species. L. stagnalis. L. stagnalis2). (f) Order Stylomatophora 
{A. buioii. D. macclintocki. R. peregra). (g) Subclass Pulmonata (Bulimnea megasoma. 
Discus macclintocki. Lymnaea stagnalis). (hi Subclass Pulmonata (20 species). 
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Figure 1.  Continued. 
Figure 2. Proposed secondary- structure for two portions of the I6s rRXA gene in Discus 
macclintocki. The boxes and dots represent connections to areas where secondary foldin 
was not possible because complimentan,' areas were not sequenced. 
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Comparisons of three species in other pulmonale genera also show high levels of 
variability. The genus Athinaria has 80 variable sites (20.2%) in seven main regions 
(Figure Ic), while the genus Radix has 47 variable sites (12.7%) in seven regions (Figure 
Id). The genus Lymnaea, which is in a separate order of pulmonates than the previous 
genera, also has seven variable regions with a total of 87 (24,0%) variable sites (Figure 
le). The variable regions in all four of these genera are located in approximately the 
same location along the sequence for the 16s gene. 
When comparing representative species from separate genera within an order of 
pulmonates, the variable sites increase because more differences are expected to 
accumulated between species more distantly related. Three taxa (Discus macclintocki, 
Radix peregra, and Albinaria buloti) within the Order Stylomatophora show variability at 
166 of 393 sites (42.2%). This variation is centered in the same regions of the sequence 
as in the comparisons of species within genera (Figure If). 
Pulmonates show 30.7% variability (120 of 391 sites) when Bidimnea megasoma, 
Lymnaea stagnalis, and Discus macclintocki are compared (Figure Ig). These species 
represent two of the three orders of pulmonates, Stylommatophora and Basomatophora. 
(No sequences from the third order, Systellomatophora, were available from GenBank) 
When additional species are added to the comparison of pulmonates, the variable regions 
expand until distinct regions are no longer discemable. Using 20 pulmonale taxa, 304 of 
435 sites (69.9%) were variable (Figure Ih). Much of this variation is due to large 
insertions and shifts in Idyla bicristata and Cepaea nenioralis, which create alignment 
problems (see alignment Figure 3). 
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The proposed secondary structure for D. macclin'.ocki is shown in Figure 2. Of 
the 23 variable sites (not counting gaps) where the structure could be determined, 12 are 
found on proposed stems, and 11 are unpaired or are in loop regions. 
In order to determine whether the same patterns held for ta.xa other than snails, 1 
compared the extent of variation in several invertebrate and vertebrate groups. Within 
cats, 3 species of the genus Felis show 4.53% variability (17 of 375 sites) (Figure 4a). In 
the Family Felidae, 7.18% (27 of 376) sites are variable (Figure 4b). Baleen whales 
(Suborder Mysticeti) show variability at 24 of 521 (4.6%) sites (Figure 5a). The Order 
Cetacea shows variability at only 9.23% (48 of 520) of sites (Figure 5b). Twenty-six 
percent of sites were variable for a very short (111 bp) region in mice (Figure 6a). The 
complete 16s sequence was available for two species of the suborder Myomorpha. 
Comparing Mus musculus and Ratius no/vegicus over the entire 16s gene (1620 bp) 
shows 15.7% variable sites (Figure 6b). Three species in the genus Drosophila show 
6.4% variation (51 of 799 sites) (Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the alignment of the regions 
used for all comparisons. 
These results illustrate the wide range of variability in evolutionary rates across 
taxa. Variation in evolutionary rates across species has been discussed in Moritz ei al. 
(1987). Previous studies have suggested fast evolutionary rates for rodents (D'Erchia el al. 
1996), but at least some species of snails appear to be evolving even faster al the 16s 
rRNA gene. One cautionary note is that similar taxonomic levels in different groups do 
not always imply a similar level of historical relationship, so comparisons within genera 
of different groups may not be equivalent. 
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igure 3. Alignment of pulmonates used in variability profile Ih. 
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A:b_bu:cc i GA.-.CGT-AGAT.i.ACTTGTCTTAT--
a: b_cc rrug G.-.^CGT - AGAT.-.-.^iTTGTCTCAT - • 
Alb_ciscc 1 GA.ACGT-AGACAACTTGTCTCAT--
Alb_cisr.ae GCACGT-AGACAACTTGTCTTAT- • 
Aus:ro_les A.i_ATA.A.AGA.ATTAGCTGTCTCTT - • 
Aus : ro_c 11 TGTT.AAAGA^TTTTCTGTCTCTT- • 
=ul i^r.ea.rr. A.-.ATGG-GGGTTTACTGTCTTTA- • 
= uilas:ra T.AAT.A.V.G.AA.TA.AGCTGTCTCTT - • 
Ce?aea_r.e.T. TAJiTGG-G.-.AGCAGCTGTCTCCA- • 
Clausilia TCATGG-GGGGTACATGTCTCAT- • 
Idylajoicr .ATTTGG-GATTTTACTGTCTTTA--
LyTOaea_ge TATTAJUGAA.TTTTCTGTCTCTT- • 
Ly:nr.aea_s t TAATAG -GGA.AGA.^CTGTCTCTT - • 
Lyar._scag: T-A-ATAG-GAGAGAACTCTCTCTA--
Kadix_pere A-A-ATAAAA^TTAACTCTCTCTT--
sragr.icola TA^TGG - GAATTTACTGTCTTTA - • 
Dc a 12 TTATAT - ATAGTAGCTGTCTC A.AG: 
Dcror. TCATAT-ATAGAATCTGTCTCA.A--
r-ac ? 9 TCATAT-GAGG.AAGCTGTCTCA- - • 
Dr-.a c 6 2 TC A7AT - GTGG.-.^GCTGTCTCA - - • 
T.-A- T ATA.i-ATTT.-_i_A.ATTG - -CC AAATGAGTGA_\ 
TA_i.ACACTATATCT.AAJ^TTA--ATTGATGAGTGA_A 
• T.i.A - T.i_AT.ACCTT.i.A.A.ATTA - - CC TCATGAGTG.^ .^  
T.i_A-T.-.-.TACTTTT AAATTG - -CTGC ATGAGTG.i.\ 
•TTA-.i_ATTTATTTGA.ATTTATTT--ATG.i-AGTGA.A 
•TTT -.AGCTTATATGAATTTATTT - -AT.V-AGTGA-=i 
•TTT-A_A.AT7T.ATTGA.ATTT.ATTT - -.ATTA.AGTG.i_i. 
T.i-A - .i_i TTTTTTTG.A.ATTTATTT - - .iui.AA-AGTG.i_i 
GGGGT ACT.AGT ACAAAATT AGT A - - AGT A-AGTG.i-A 
.i-AT-TTTTTACGGG.i-AATTA--CTA.AGCA-iGTGCA 
.ATTATTTTT.ATAT.i.iAATTA-ATCTTAG.i.i.AGTGA.ii 
"TT - AGTTTTTATG.AATTTATTT - - ATTA.AGTGA.i. 
•TTT-A-ATTTTATTGAAATTTTTT- -ATTAJ>iGTGi_A 
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TG.A -TA.TTTTTTTG A-ATTTATTT .ATTA-AGTG.- A 
•TGTGCATTTTTCTT.A.ACTT.ACTC - -ATA.AGGTG.i_n 
.i.TT.AC i.TTT.ATTTT.iATTTACTT --.AGC.AGGTG.i.^ 
TAGATACTATTTTG.iJVCTTATTTTCATT.i.GGTG.iJl 
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Figure 3.  Continued. 
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Eu_ .TAGTAT- — -TATTTTTTTG- .GG'jGCGACA.TTGA.--,-.CA.~--TTT-A 
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- - T.-.AGATTTG.AA.A-GATTA.A.ATTACCTTAGGGATA.ACAGCATA.ATTAATT TTTTA 
TGTTTTGATTAGTGAGACTAJ^ATTACCTGAGGGATAA.CAGCATA-nTATTA- - - .ATTACAT 
CTT.i.ATAGTTGGTAAGATT.AA.ATT.ACCTGAGGGATA-AC.AGCAT.V.T.ATTAT .i.-.AT.A.A 
-.i.--A.ATGATACGCGTGAGTGA.ATTACCTGAGGGAT.A.AC.AGCAT.-.ATATTATT.-_-Ji>.TTAA.T 
- .AT.i.ATGAT.ACGCGTGAGTG.i.ATT.ACCTGAGGGATr.i.CAGCAT.i.ATATT.^T - - .--AT.-.i.AT 






Hu 1 i.T.-.ea_- GTTTGTGACCTCGATGTTGGACTAGGA-.ACT.AGTTGACTA.ACC 
Hullasrra GCTTGTGACCTCGATGTTGGACT.AGGA - ACTAGAAG.ACTAACA 
Cepaea.r.er. ACCT.ACATGATCTG.AGTCAGACCGGCGTA.AGCCAGGTCAGTTT 
Clausilia GATTGTGACCTCGATGTTGGATTAGGGACTTATTAJi.ATA.AACC 
:dy1a_b1c r GATTGTGACCTCGATGTTGGACTAGGGA.ATATTTAGGGCAGCA 
Lyn-r.aea_ge GCTT.ATG.ACCTCG.ATGTTGG.ACTAGGA-.ACTAGA.AGATT.A.ACC 






: 9 9 GTTTATG.ACCTCG.ATGTTGG.ACT.AGG.ATAGGT.-.AGGGCT.AGCA 
5 c 6 2 GTTTATGACCTCG.ATGTTGG.ACT.AGGAT.AGGTA.AGGGCT.AGCA 
Figure 3.  Continued. 
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Figure 4. Variability profiles of partial 16s rDNA sequence for species within the 
following groups (a) Genus Felis (Felis chaus, F. libyca, F. margarita) and (b) Family 
Felidae {F. chaus, F. pardalis, Lynx canadensis). 
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Figure 5. Variability profiles of partial 16s rDNA sequence for (a) Suborder Mvsticeti 
(Balaena mysticetus, Eschrichti robusius, Megaptera novaeangliae) and (b) Order Cetacea 
{Megaptera novaeangliae, Delphinus delphiniis, Kogia breviceps). 
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I'ij^^iirc 6. Varinhility profiles of partial 16s rDNA scqucncc for (a) (icnus A/i/.v (A/h.v duisci i Ii is  musciiltis, Mus ccivicolor, ami 
Mas spivtii.s) ami (li) roilents (A/i<.v inusculus, lialtus noivi-i^L-ciis). 
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Figure 7. Variability profiles of partial 16s rDN.-v sequence for Genus Drosophila (D. 
funebris, D. pinicola, D. willisioni). 
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Figure 8. Alignment of the 16s rDNA regions used for the comparisons. Species aligned 
are Dwsophila willistoni. Rattiis noiTegicus, Mus ceiyicolor, Felis chaus, Lynx 
canadensis, Albinaiia buioti. Discus maccliniocki, Lymnaea stagnalis. and Balaena 
mysticeius. Dashes reflect sequence not available for this species and asterisks reflect 
sites which are conserved for all species in the alignment. 
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Figure 8.  Continued. 
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CTCTAGCATAACAAGTA.TTAGTGGLATCGCCTGCCCAGTGAC • A.-*--.G-* . . CCA.CGG--
— - — TTATCTGCCCA.GTGAGAAATT — T^--ACG-GC ' 
TAGCT • AAT3TATCG .A.A.TP'-AC 
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_ ___ _ ^ ^ .CC»». r-^njnT.n^sjG.nC. .  GTATG.-*.  
AGTACCTTGAC - GTGCA,---.GGTAGCAT.-<,-.TCA.TTTGACTTTTA.\ATGGAGCCTAGTATGA 
AGTACCTTGAC - GTGCT.---.GG. AGCA.T.-_-.TC.---.TTGGCTTTTAATTATAGTCTGGA.-.TGA 
AGTA.-*-"iCTGAC i G •. GCT.-iAovjTAGC.-.T.AATA-**-r.TTGGCCTTTAATTGGGGTCTTGAATGA 
G>jTA • n.C . G."*.^ C'j - . C.-.C. TGTTCTCTAATT.--r.GG ,  J  . r , .  ".J-**. 





.•'•-b_bu"OC i ATGA.--nGAACGT.-.G-ATAACTTGTCTTATT.--nTAT.Ar-nTTTAA«A".T 
Lyrrj^aea /*.CGG."*.» «rLr.TrtVj'j'j-AAGAAC.GTC«CTTTTT.AATTTTATTGA-AA.T 
D_n:acc ATGGAGTCATATGA-GG.---.GCTGTCTCAT 
Hal _:nys c ATGGCCACACGAGGG' 
T . . A T » T T • T A u  
- - iJ^.TTATTTTA' 
-TGACCTTCCGG' 
-TGCC.w.TGAG' 



















CAA-r-AAGCTAiAA.-.TT - '"TATTTA.-«AnGACGAGAA.GACCCTAT.^A.nTCTTTATATTTTGTT 
GA.-vGo'jGCGGrtC i r-nGACGAGAAGACCCTATGGAGCTTT.--".TTTACTA.-. 
CA.AC AC AAAAAT AT.^G GAT 
GAAG AGGCGGGA--.T A - - T AAT AAT AAGA.C GAGA-^GAC C CT ATGGAGCTTT AA.TT AAC C G A 
GAAGAGGCGGGA-ATA" - TAACAATAAGACGAGA-AGACCCTGTGGAGCTTTAATTAACCGG 
GAA.AATGCTCAT GCTT - TGA-ATAATA.GA.CGAGAA.GAGCCTTAGAATTTT.AAAA_ATATAA.T 
GAA-AATACTTATATT - - TAGATAA.--AGACGAGA-AGACCCTTAGnATTTTTATTAr'-A.-.TGT 
GAAAA.TACCTATGATCCTAACAGATAGACGAGAA.GACCCTCAGAATTTTTAT.Ar.GATTAG 
G.-i-^GA-jGCGGGG.-. . A - T'.. A.^--r.TAAGACG.AGA»A.GACCCTA.TGGAGCTTC.AATTAATCAA. 
« ATTTTAATTGAAAAGATTAATTTTATTTTAATAAATTAA-AATATTTTATTGGGGTGATA 
• * 1 « i ~ /v'-ruT'-rvVrtUC . ."-n - — — — — •GGwCGrLAA.**kC.Ar.C.AAr'-rv 
CCC.^--AGAGA CCCTATTA--.TT.--^CCGACA GG.---.C.^CA^--.TCTCTA 
CCCAAAGAGA CCCCATTATCTA.nCCGACA -GGAA.CAACAAACCTCTG 
-G• • .--.-^G.-i>» . . . ,GTTG'jvjG\_.-V.'>..'*. 
- T ~ ~ .~«**.TT > — — — — — — — — — — — — _ ^ GTT^GG'o „ GAC.**. 
— wC. - C.~. . w- -- -- -- -- jGGA -,»-iAC.--r*-r-.~.TTT . 
V 
Figure 8.  Continued. 
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Comparing extreme dates of divergence may be more useful. For e.xample, the 
oldest known occurrence of Discus macclintocki in the fossil record of the midwestem 
United States is 400,000 ybp (Frest 1984), so it is highly unlikely that the D. macclintocki 
populations represent divergence events older than that time period. The domestic cat 
lineage diverged from the rest of the cats 8-10 million years ago (Johnson and O'Brien 
1997), so the family Felidae represents divergence that is at least this old. Despite the 
much shorter time for divergence to occur, Discus macclintocki still contains much more 
variation than the Felidae. Because exact divergence times for many of these species are 
unknown, tip-level taxonomic designations are the most convenient groups to use. 
Is there something about the secondary structure of pulmonate DNA that may 
allow more variability? Nothing is immediately obvious. Although the structure for D. 
macclintocki is based on structures for Drosophila, Kjer (1995, 1997) states that secondary 
structure is largely conserved in the ribosomal DNA across taxa. In D. macclintocki a 
higher percentage of sites in stems were variable than in loops or non-complementary 
regions of stems (33.3% vs. 11%). Findings by Flook and Rowell (1997) in Orthopterans 
showed the same pattern where a higher percentage of paired positions varied than did 
unpaired positions (65.4% vs. 56.9%). Secondary structures for all of the species being 
considered are not available, so similar information is not available for comparison. 
Dixon and Hillis (1993) show that both stems and loops contain informative changes in 
28s rDNA, which is the case observed in the D. macclintocki sequence. 
Within pulmonate snails, the 16s rDNA gene is useful at several taxonomic levels 
from family-level comparisons to intraspecific studies. The range of useful comparisons 
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contrasts with the divergence times for which Wheeler and Honeycutt (1988) proposed 
16s to be useful in estimating phylogeny. Alignments begin to become problematic at 
extremely deep levels (Figure 8), so it is unlikely that this would be a good region to 
examine for comparisons of sequence from species that underwent very ancient divergence 
events. 
The high rate of variability shown here is consistent with the high divergence rates 
reported in previous studies of land snails (Ross, in prep; Douris et al. 1998b; Thomaz et 
al. 1996). Therefore, in at least part of the 16s gene, constraints on variability are low in 
pulmonates. One reason for fewer constraints may be the presence of a transfer RNA 
editing system as proposed in Euhadra herklotsi (Yokobori and Paabo 1995), Additional 
investigation into the functional role of this gene in pulmonale snails is warranted to 
determine whether different molecular processes occur in this group than in other 
organisms. 
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CHAPTER 5. NUCLEAR VERSUS MITOCHONDRIAL VARUTION 
DISPARITIES AS A FUNCTION OF DISPERSAL STRATEGIES 
A paper to be submitted to Evolution 
Tamara Kay Ross 
Intuitively, genetic structure examined at the nuclear and mitochondrial levels 
should show congruent patterns in the amount of variation present within populations, but 
this is not always the case. Many ideas have been proposed to explain the differences 
between the levels of variation in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and nuclear DNA 
(nDNA). Several molecular mechanisms that might cause incongruent mtDNA and nDNA 
trees (lineage sorting, varying rates of evolution, non-neutral loci) have been suggested 
(Reeb and Avise 1989; Karl and Avise 1992; Moore 1995). Natural selection at particular 
loci could also be a factor in the amount of variation present (Koehn et al. 1973; Singh 
and Zouras 1978; Karl and Avise 1992). 
However, the intention here is not to provide additional support for the use of 
mtDNA in the examination of genetic structure, for that has been covered extensively 
elsewhere (Avise 1994), nor to compare rates of variation in different portions of the 
genome. Rather, the issue is the amount of genetic diversity within a population and 
whether dispersal strategies can explain conflicts in the pattern of the amount of variation 
present within populations for mtDNA and nDNA. 
Because mtDNA is usually maternally inherited, it does not undergo 
recombination, and, in general, has a relatively fast rate of nucleotide change compared to 
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nuclear DNA (Avise et al. 1987). The differences between mtDNA and nDNA mean that 
population genetic models constructed for biparental nuclear inheritance are not sufficient 
to describe diversity in mtDNA as well. In fact, mitochondrial DNA may reach fixation 
in as little as 4n generations where 'n' is the size of the population (Avise et al. 1984). 
The maintenance of genetic diversity in a population is dependent on population 
size, because rare alleles will be lost at a rate relative to the size of the population. The 
effective population size for nuclear DNA is calculated as: 
=  ( 1 )  
N . + N ,  
and for mitochondrial DNA: 
N.N.. ( 2 )  
-- a-N^ + p-Nj 
where N^^ is the effective number of mitochondrial genes in the population (in contrast to 
Nj for nDNA), a is the proportion of the mitochondrial genes in the population 
contributed by eggs (usually 1), P is the proportion contributed by sperm (usually 0), and 
N„ and N,- are the number of males and females in the population respectively (Birky ei 
al. 1983, 1989; Birky 1991). If (3=0, then N^^ is dependent only on Nf and a' will equal I 
(Birky 1991). 
These differences between nuclear and mitochondrial inheritance become important 
when calculating the e.xpected genetic diversity in a population. For mtDNA, 
= (3) 
- 2N „ ,n+l 
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where is the expected equilibrium diversity within a subpopulation (or colony) and n is 
the mutation rate per generation (Birky 1991). The equivalent calculation for nuclear 
diversity is: 
" 4 N , p  +  l  ^  
where H is the heterozygosity within a population and is the effective nuclear 
population size (Birky 1991). 
Avise (1995) points out that only a proportion (0 of the total nuclear genome is 
expected to still exist in populations with uniparental inheritance according to the 
equation: 
where G is the number of generations that have gone by since the population was 
established. Under equilibrium conditions, mtDNA diversity should be lower than nDNA 
diversity (Avise et al. 1984; Wade et al. 1994). Certain conditions exist where these 
expectations are not met. Birky et al. (1983, 1989) predict that organelle diversity will be 
greater than nuclear diversity in panmictic populations with large numbers of females. 
Nuclear diversity may be greater than organelle diversity when the population is 
subdivided or where males migrate more than females (Lansman et al. 1981; Birky et al. 
1989; Wade et al. 1994). Implicit assumptions include no paternal leakage of 
mitochondria (a=I, |3=0), similar mutation rates in nuclear and mitochondrial DNA, no 
selection at any of the loci, and no deviation from an equilibrium condition (i.e. no 
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founder effects or metapopulation dynamics) (Birky et al. 1983, 1989; McCauley 1995). 
If genetic structure is measured (Fst or Gst), rather than just overall variation, 
constant mutation rates are not as important (Birky et al. 1989). At equilibrium where 
migration rates are larger than mutation rates, more structure in subpopulations generally 
appears with mtDNA because mtDNA will go to fixation faster. The relationship between 
mitochondrial and nuclear Gst values is given by: 
1 
mitochondzialGst _ ^ 
nuclearGst 1 
where L is the number of subpopulations (Birky 1989). When there are many 
subpopulations, equation 6 simplifies to: 
mitochondrialGst _ 
nuclearGst ^ecPe 
(Birky 1989). However, when males and females migrate equally or when the breeding 
ratio is highly skewed towards females, nuclear Gst may be higher than mitochondrial Gst 
(Birky 1989). The relationship of Gst from mitochondria to Fst from nuclear genes has 
been used in plants to explore pollen distance relationships (McCauley 1995). 
Any natural processes that affect the and N„ differently will result in observed 
differences in diversity patterns between nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. Processes that 
have such potential include: skewed sex ratios, differential dispersal/ migration between 
sexes, kin migration, and population subdivision where subpopulations may differ (Birky 
et al. 1983, 1989, 1991; Reeb and Avise 1990). Which one or combination of these is 
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most important is impossible to tell without specific information on the population size, 
dispersal propensities of each sex, history of colonization, etc. 
Evidence From the Literature 
The theory is well-developed, but the question remains: are these the patterns that 
exist when observations from natural populations are examined? Here, I focus only on the 
influence of dispersal strategy on mitochondrial and nuclear diversity. To determine if 
dispersal strategy has a detectable effect, I compiled studies that included both 
mitochondrial and nuclear (usually allozyme) data. The species used for the analyses are 
listed in Table 1. Each species was assigned to a group based on dispersal strategies and 
sex-ratio. The dispersal strategy groups are: male-biased dispersal (category 1), sexes 
disperse equally or not at all (category 2), female-biased dispersal (category 3). 
Mammalian species are assumed to be male-biased and avian species are assumed to be 
female-biased unless other information is available (Greenwood 1980). Unless explicit 
information was available to the contrary (i.e. for sea turtles and butterflies), other species 
were assumed to fall into category 2. 
Studies of populations affected by extreme inbreeding or hybridization were not 
used (i.e. Taylor et al. 1994), nor were studies of species complexes where subspecies 
versus species status is uncertain (Gotelli et al. 1994; Murphy et al. 1995). Although data 
exist for certain human populations (Lahermo et al. 1996; Kolman and Bermingham 
1997), they were not used due to the uncertainty of sex-biased dispersal. For studies with 
multiple populations, each population was used as a separate data point. Populations with 
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Specks Common name Population Nuclear 11 MtDNA II Category References 
Cit l i ipl f i  t iurntus nuratux 
Col i iptfx aurt i l i is  aurotus 
CoUtptcs (uirntus cnfrr  
( i i iv i i i  i i i inirr  
(htvia immfr 
I .  im nodrom us i ;r iscus 
Limnothomiis 
scolopact 'us 
Poms hirnlnr lUi irnstnlus 
/ ' i inis hirolnr  hicntnr 
Quiscalus major 
Quiscalus mcxicanus 
R al ius eU'f^at is 
I Ia l ius lani^iroslr is 
y e l l o w  s h a f t e d  
n o r t h e r n  f l i c k e r  
y e l l o w  s h a f t e d  
n o r t h e r n  f l i c k e r  
r e d  s h a f t e d  
n o r t h e r n  f l i c k c r  
c o m m o n  l o o n  
c o m m o n  l o o n  
C l a r e  
• S a g i n a w  
NI-
Ml 
s h o r t - t a i l e d  d o w i t c h e r  
l o n g - b i l l e d  d o w i t c h e r  
h i a c k - c r e s t c d  t i t m i c e  
t u f t e d  t i t m i c e  
b o a t - t a i l e d  g r a c k l e  
g r e a t - t a i l e d  g r a c k l e  
k i n g  r a i l  
c l a p p e r  r a i l  
0.112 
0 . 0 4 8 5  
0 . 0 1 9 4  
0 . 4 4 2 8  
0 . 0 2  
0 . 0 5  
0 . 0 4 9  
0 . 0 1 5  
0.008 
0.0086 
0 . 0 3  
0 . 0 4  
0 . 4 4 4  
0.18 
0 . 6 9 8  
0 . 0 8 7 5  
0 . 0 5 8 9  
0 . 0 4  
0 
0 . 0 . ^ 4  
0 . 0 2 3  
0 
0 . 0 1 5  
0 . 0 0 9  
0 
3  F l e t c h c r  &  M o o r e  1 9 9 1 ;  M o o r e  i-l at. 1 9 9 1  
3  r ' l e t c h c r  &  M o o r e  1 9 9 1 ;  M o o r e  cl  al  I * ) ' ) I  
3  I - l c t c h e r  &  M o o r e  1 9 9 1 ;  M o o r e  < • /  al  1 9 9 1  
3  Dhin ct  al .  1 9 9 7  
3  D h n r  r l  al  1 9 9 7  
3  A  v i s e  A  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A  v i s e  &  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A v i s o  &  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A  v i s e  &  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A  v i s e  &  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A  v i s e  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A  v i s e  &  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
3  A v t s c  &  Z i n k  1 9 8 8  
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mitochondrial to nuclear diversity ratios that differed substantially from those of the rest 
of the populations in the same study were discarded because they were assumed to be 
affected by some other factor rather than different dispersal patterns. 
Within Population Genetic Diversity 
Of the many measures of genetic diversity that exist, I chose to use expected 
heterozygosity and haplotype diversity because they both have similar assumptions about 
neutrality and involve similar calculations. Frequencies of each nuclear allele were used 
to calculate heterozygosity at each locus, y, according to: 
( 8 )  
where q, is the frequency of allele i (as per Avise 1994). All hj were then averaged to 
obtain the average expected heterozygosity over all of the loci. Haplotype diversity for 
mitochondria was figured in a similar fashion; 
(9 )  
where f, is the frequency of each haplotype i (as per Avise 1994). (A haplotype here is 
defined as a particular banding pattern resulting from restriction enzyme digests or a 
particular nucleotide sequence obtained from sequencing reactions.) 
Many studies report heterozygosity but do not indicate whether it is observed or 
expected (Avise et al. 1979). To ensure comparable values were used, I only 
included studies that reported actual frequencies. From these frequencies, I calculated h 
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and H. 
Examination of the relationship between nuclear and mitochondrial diversity (H 
and h) exhibits no obvious patterns (Figure 1). The data points from each of the dispersal 
categories are represented by different symbols. No significant relationship was found 
between the two diversity measures for any of the three dispersal groups using a linear 
regression analysis (p>0.05). However, a test of the differences between the means of the 
ratio of mtDNA to nDNA diversity in the three categories was significant (Figure 2, Van 
der Waerden test p=.0215 (see SAS 1994), 2 outliers from Salmo oxianus that were above 
40 were removed). 
Fsl comparisons 
In the few studies from which data were available, the relationship between nuclear 
and mitochondrial Fst is consistent with theoretical expectations (Figure 3). The species 
used in this analysis were: green turtle, Chelonia mydas (Norman ei al. 1994; 
FitzSimmons et al. 1997); mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus (Cronin et al. 1991); white-
tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus (Cronin et al. 1991); rhesus monkey, Macaca mulatta 
(Melnick and Hoelzer 1992); and a butterfly, Dryas iulia (Haag et al. 1993). The 
expected relationship under neutrality (from equation 7) is shown for comparison. All of 
these data points came from species assigned to category 1 (male-biased dispersal). 
Species with male-biased dispersal should be above this line. Four of the five species are 
actually above the line as expected. Using the expected slope of 2 to 1, I divided the 
state space into two unequal areas (25% above the line and 75% below the line). 
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Nuclear vs Mitochondrial Diversity by Dispersal Category 
0.9 X  A  
Nuclear Diversity 
Figure 1. Nuclear versus mitochondrial diversit>-. Nuclear diversity was calculated as the 
average heterozygosity across all loci examined (according to equation 7). Mitochondrial 
diversity is the haplotype diversity as shown in equation 8. The symbols represent the 
three different dispersal categories. Triangles represent species with male-biased dispersal, 
squares with stars represent species with female-biased dispersal, and solid squares 
represent equal dispersal. 
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Figure 2. Plot of dispersal category by ratio of mitochondrial diversity to nuclear 
diversity. Category 1 represents species with male-biased dispersal, category 2 represents 
species with equal dispersal, and category 3 represents female-biased dispersal. A rank-
score test of the category means show a significant difference between categories 
(p<0.05). 
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N u c F s t  
Figure 3. Nuclear Fst versus mitochondrial Fst. The dashed line represents the 
expectation under neutral conditions (including equal dispersal rates). All data points are 
from category 1 (male-biased dispersing) species. All but one data point is above the line, 
which is expected for male-biased dispersing species. A binomial test for points above 
the line and one point below is significant (p=0.015) 
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A binomial test for four points above this line and one point below the line is significant 
(p=0.015). Certainly, the power of concluding a non-effect of sex-biased dispersal is ver^' 
low with so few data points. 
Implications for Further Study 
The results were not robust due to large variances and low sample sizes. Many 
factors contributed to the variance, including those discussed above: population size, sex 
ratio, mutation rate, etc. The sensitivity of the different genetic methods in assessing the 
level of genetic variation present, may have also contributed to the large variances. 
Different rates of change exist between different markers and methods (Karl and Avise 
1992; Bossart and Prowell 1998; Hare and Avise 1998). Conducting analyses using the 
same methods for both nuclear and mitochondrial regions would clarify the relationship. 
The scale at which variation is being examined (i.e., within or between 
populations) is another important consideration. With population subdivision, the effects 
of genetic diversity are slightly different. For example, within a population, the 
homoplasmic condition of mtDNA inheritance reduces the variation, but in a subdivided 
population, homoplasmy may increase the diversity between subpopulations and, thus, the 
total diversity (Birky el al. 1989). 
Even when studies using different methods were considered together, evidence for 
a pattern exists in the difference between dispersal categories. With limited data, male-
biased dispersers show the expected pattern of higher mitochondrial Fst values than 
nuclear Fst values (Figure 3). The expected relationships between nuclear and 
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mitochondrial Gst have also been supported in some instances in the literature when 
strong biases in dispersal pattern are observed. A study of macaques show a 
mitochondrial Fst of 0.91 and a nuclear Fst of 0.09 (Melnick and Hoelzer 1992). The 
females in this species are very philopatric. The opposite patterns between nuclear Fst 
and mitochondrial Fst show exactly what is expected from male-biased dispersal. 
More rigorous testing are needed to examine the effects of dispersal strategy on 
DNA variation. Experimental work such as manipulating populations in a laboratory to 
allow migration or to vary sex ratios may provide such evidence, although such 
experiments may not reflect natural occurrences. Other corroborating evidence could 
come from comparative studies of closely related species with different dispersal 
strategies. The inclusion of other types of markers would also be useful (e.g. Y-linked or 
X-linked markers). For example, Jones et ai (1995) successfully used Y-linked markers 
to trace the genetic success of male house mice. Contrasting Y-linked markers with 
mitochondrial markers in species where males are heterogametic would allow tracing male 
and female gene flow separately. 
Male and female markers will be useful to measure the contribution of each sex to 
the overall genetic structure. The relative contribution of each sex can be important for 
questions in basic population genetics, as well as in studies that use genetics as a tool to 
examine other aspects of population and species-level biology such as: overall genetic 
diversity, historical connections between populations, hybrid zone interactions, etc. 
Without knowledge of the influence of dispersal on each of these markers, incorrect 
conclusions may be made about the structure of populations when little or no variation 
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exists within a species due only to the sex bias in the species' dispersal patterns (Melnick 
and Hoelzer 1992). 
Although mtDNA studies alone are quite useful, the strength of their interpretations 
could be improved with additional evidence from nuclear markers. Bass et al. (1996) 
were able to trace female migration patterns in Caribbean hawksbill turtles and could 
determine the type of social system in this species. However, the conclusions that female 
natal homing is occurring would be even more powerful if nuclear loci were available to 
show contrasting patterns. 
Another potential use of population genetics is to identify social structure and 
dispersal patterns for species that are rare or difficult to observe. For example, Garza ei 
al. (1997) examined autosomal and x-linked microsatellite loci in mound-building mice. 
They were able to extrapolate from genetic data and determine the previously unknown 
social structure. However, Bossart and Prowell (1998) point out that many difficulties 
exist when using genetic data on an ecological time scale. 
Should sex-biased dispersal show clear trends in species for which information is 
available about dispersal, then the use of male and female genetic markers in other species 
will provide at least circumstantial evidence for the existence or lack, thereof, of sex-
biased dispersal. Recent studies of avian species showing female-biased dispersal (Clarke 
et al. 1997) emphasizes that sex-biases in dispersal are not as clear as once thought. 
Although not a substitute for field ecology studies, this method would be a useful tool for 
determining natural patterns of dispersal to be implemented in conservation and 
management plans for species with only a few populations left in the wild. 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The previous chapters investigated the demography and genetic diversity of the 
Iowa Pleistocene snail, related the level of diversity within snails to the amount of 
diversity within other groups, and explored the relationship between sex-biased dispersal 
and genetic diversity in mitochondrial and nuclear markers. Sex-biased dispersal may be 
a factor in the amount of diversity observed in mitochondrial vs. nuclear markers. 
However, without more data for both mitochondrial and nuclear Fst, the importance of 
dispersal strategies cannot be determined. 
The Discus macclintocki populations studied had sizeable populations, with 
estimates ranging from 182 to 22,097 individuals. More monitoring of multiple 
populations is needed in order to understand the seasonal and yearly fluctuations in the 
snail populations. Knowledge of such fluctuations is essential to understanding changes in 
populations over the long term. 
The DNA sequences from populations on the same watersheds clustered together, 
suggesting watersheds were important avenues for dispersal historically. Despite the 
strong genetic structuring by watershed, genetic diversity within populations was 
surprisingly high. Haplotype diversity estimates up to 0.730 were observed. High levels 
of genetic variability, relative to other taxonomic groups, also occur in other groups of 
snails. The high variability suggests that snails may have a mechanism that promotes the 
maintenance of genetic diversity. Although a high level of genetic diversity is no 
guarantee of fitness, D. macclintocki does not seem to be losing diversity despite the 
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extended period of isolation of the populations. Whether demographic concerns or genetic 
diversity are more important to the maintenance of species of concern, Discus 
macclintocki appears healthy from both perspectives. Persistence of the species is likely, 
provided its habitat is maintained. 
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APPENDIX A. SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT 
The 16s rDNA sequence alignment of all of the unique haplotypes found in this study 
is given on the following pages. Haplotypes are labeled by slope number and individual 
number (i.e. 99.04 corresponds to individual number four from slope 99) as well as the 
haplotype designation they represent (i.e. A, B, C). This alignment was constructed using 
ClustalW-big&fat and is printed from MacClade. 
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APPENDIX B. MORPHOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSES 
A discriminant function analyses was conducted on morphological measurements of 
Discus niacclintocki collected from nine populations in northeastern Iowa. The 
measurements made were: shell diameter, shell height, number of whorls, and diameter of 
the umbilicus. A canonical discriminant analysis was performed and two canonical 
variables described a combined 91% per of the variation. The slope was a significant 
predictor of the variation (p=.0001). The loadings for the canonical variables are given in 
Table 1. 
Table I. Loadings for canonical variables for the comparison among slopes. 













In a separate analyses, watershed was a significant predictor of the variation among 
morphological measurements (p=0.0076). The two canonical variables account for 100% 
of the variation. The loadings are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Loadings for canonical variables for the comparison among watersheds. 
Canonical Variable 1 Canonical Variable 2 
Whorl 0.6348 -0.5140 
Diameter 0.1645 -0.4052 
Height 0.4612 -0.3561 
Umbilicus 0.4502 0.1746 
The following pages show the results of the discriminant analyses. On the graph of 
slopes (Figure 1) the numbers correspond to the following slopes: l=slope 99, 2=slope 
103, 3=slope 119, 4=slope 120, 5=slope 121, 6=slope 33, 7=slope 62, 8=slope 297, and 
9=slope 232. On the watershed graph (Figure 2) the numbers correspond to the 
following watersheds: l=Buck Creek, 2=Turkey/Volga River, and 3=Maquoketa River. 
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NOTE: 1 obs had missir.g values. 42 obs hidden. 
Figure 1. Relationsliip bet\veen canonical variables from morphological discriminant 
analysis by slope. 
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